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Researbhers f
Say Exercise
Saturday, Feb. 5 —
Helps PLWAs
The Flower Market
By Leslie Lloyd
Associated Press Writer
JOHNSON CITY, Tenn. (AP)—
Regularexercisecan helppeople liv—
ing with AIDS both physically and
mentally, an East Tennessee State
University researcher says.
"What we‘re really talking about
is moderate amounts of exercise,"
said Dr. J. Kelly Smith, a profess
of allergy and immunology at theor
Volume 4, Number 5
February 1994
Quillen College of Medicine.
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found a statewide pride organization. will sit on the Leadership Commit—
"We‘re going to continue with
court proposed that the entire case truthful confession of a sexual pref—
Volunteer State Gay, Lesbian, Bi— tee. Brad Beasley, head ofNashville it and we hope to expand it," he
be reheard, and a majority of the erence different from that of the
sexual and Transgender Pride, Inc., Pride, was elected President; Eddy said.
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of the new hearing.
Uniform Code of Military Justice
persons; and to promote a positive and Pride events, and to fund other be used to treat AIDS. Also, Smith
Beatrice Dohrn, legal director of prohibits homosexual conduct.
image in Tennessee and thoughout groups throughout Tennessee for the said such research about exercise
the Lambda Legal Defense andEdu—
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Is There A Gay/Lesbian

Opinions expressed in editoria
ls and

I‘ll Fly Away in the Fut
ure?
by John Stilwell

First of all, I‘d like to say how much I ap—
preciate our PBS station, Channel 10. They
air programs that other PBS stations have been
afraid or unwilling, for whatever reason, to air.
I understand that some PBS stations are not
running Tales ofthe City. Having seen the first
two installments, I can say, fortunately for us,
Channel 10 is running this series.
Unlike the commercial channels, PBS does
not have to worry about offending and losing
advertisers, nor do they have to worry about
viewers threatening to boycott advertisers.
PBS does, however, depend on public dona—
tions to continue their operations and I would
strongly suggest that when you think of mak—
ing donations, that you consider Channel 10.
And be sure to mention that programs like
Tales of the City influenced your decision to
. make the donation. — —
f
That said, it is no surprise to me that /*//
Fly Away has ended up on PBS. The only sur—
prise to me is that it lasted on commercial tele—
vision as long as it did. I watched the two—hour
wrap—up and I‘m glad the producers felt the
need or had the desire to wrap things up for

commentaries are those of the
authors

the loyal viewers. I‘m also glad that /*!/ Fly
Away has found a home. I regret that there
won‘t be any new episodes, but for those view—
ers who missed it on commercial TV there‘s
still a chance for them to share this experience
with those who did catch it on its first run.
I stop short of saying I was a fan or I liked
it or I enjoyed it or anything positive like that
because basically the series was all about how
unfairly Blacks were treated by whites at the
beginning of the civil rights movement. The
stories are hard—hitting, the acting is excellent;
the actors make their characters real for me.
Although I never did anything as hateful and
hurtful as what I saw, the stories made me feel
uncomfortable and bad about what prejudice
I might harbor. I also feel bad about how badly
people treated Blacks. And I feel uncomfort—
able that those people saw nothing wrong in
what they said or did. Each episode is like
passing a traffic accident—you hate what
you‘re seeing but you‘re so fascinated you
have to keep watching.
I always feel sad and uncomfortable after
each episode. It‘s not the sort of mirror one
likes to look into, even if you can say, "I would
never do anything like that." But I can imag—

ine people watching this program and not see—
ing anything wrong with the way Blacks were
treated, actually wishing for the "good old
days" when Blacks "knew their place and
—
stayed in it."
As we go into Black History month, I think
it‘s important to applaud the efforts ofthe civil
rights workers and what they have accom—
‘plished. But we must also put into perspective
what was really achieved. Although laws have
been passed to prohibit discrimination in the
work place, in housing, and in schools, we all
know that following the "letter of the law" is
not the same as following the "spirit of the
law." You can pass legislation, you can en—
force the law, but you can‘t really change what
people think or feel.
For example, busing was mandated to
achieve integration in the public schools. In
our city, in response, private, white, church
schools sprang up everywhere and anyone who
could afford to, even some who couldn‘t af—
ford to, pulled their children out of public
schools. Our city council bickered over redis—
tricting to get fair representation of Blacks and
whites. I remember a period of time when ev—
ery police incident involving a Black and a
white was investigated by members of the city _
council who suspected every such incident as
being racially motivated.
Several yearsago the Memphis Gay com—
munity was torn apart by accusations of racial
discrimination. Battle lines were drawn, sides
rer
d th
i
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casualties, injuries of varying degrees and,
sadly, there was no real resolution to the con—
flict. Today in the list of "kinds" of Gay bars
we have (leather, women‘s, yuppie, etc.) we
include Black bars. Although having "Black"
bars in itself isnot bad, it illustrates that just
as the Memphis community has not gotten
beyond dividing itself along racial lines, the
Memphis Gay Community is still guilty of the
:
same thing
We often compare the Gay rights move—
ment to the civil rights movement and marvel
at what Blacks have accomplished. The laws
are in place to prevent discrimination against
Blacks but as we all know, that hasn‘t ended
bigotry or discrimination. Whetherit‘s because
~ of social or cultural differences, whether it‘s
lack oftrust, orjust not being comfortable with
people of another race, we still haven‘t really
achieved racial integration. I don‘t know ifwe
i
ever will.
But we have achieved a certain tolerance
and at least most people hide their bigotry and
don‘t make racial remarks to a person‘s face.
But everything still seems to come back down
to Black and white issues and agendas. Even

the last mayoral race came down to "us and
them." It was the Black community rallying
behind the Black candidate who would make
things better for the Black community and the
white community rallying behind the white
candidate who would make things better for
the white community and prevent the Black
community from gaining undue influence.
What was good for the Memphis community
as a whole never seemed to be an issue.
All of this restrained bigotry, hatred, and
distrust causes feelings of resentment in both
whites and Blacks. If Blacks and whites are
ever to truly integrate, it will be because we
have become sensitive to one another‘s feel—
ings. Programs like /// Fly Away can sensi—
tize us to what Blacks had to endure. If Blacks
havean attitude towards whites—they came
by it honestly. ‘l/ Fly Away can also sensitize
whites to the far reaching effects their bigotry
and prejudice have. The truth isn‘t always
pretty, but thank goodness our PBS station
provides a home forit.
:
As for the Gay rights movement, we should
still follow the example set by the Black civil
rights movement. We still have to fight to get
the laws on the books to protect us. We still
need the laws that prohibit discrimination
against us, realizing full well that the laws
themselves won‘t end the bigotry and discrimi—
nation.
%
f
es mass.
What will help to end the discrimination is —
education which will sensitize non—Gays to the
Away to tell the
truth about us. We‘ll need prqgfamgylsilggimis‘z’ﬂ seni.
to sensitize non—Gays to the effects their big— _
otry, hatred, and ignorance have had on us,
our loved ones, and our families. People won‘t
change until they become sensitive to what
effect their thoughts and actions have on oth— —
ers.
B
When this kind of programming is pro—
duced, you won‘t see it on commercial televi—
sion. Like Blacks in the days ofthe civil rights
movement, we are a group that the general
viewing public doesn‘t like to see treated with
honesty and sensitivity. They don‘t want to
see themselves in this mirror.
_
._ L apologizeif this sounds like a pledge spot
for PBS and WKNO. But if it moves you to
make a contribution, good. I‘m just becoming
aware myself of what a valuable resource
WKNO is. Thenext time we see a pledge drive
maybe we‘ll be less irritated by the interrup—
tion and be thankful that the truth has found a
home. Thank goodness we have a television
station that will air the truth no matter how
unpopular it is. "And the truth shall set you
free."
§
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Firm That Fired Lawyer Wit
h AIDS
OrderedTo Pay $500,000
By Beth J Harpaz Associated
Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — One of the
nation‘s largest law firms has been
ordered to pay more than $500,000
to the estate of a lawyer who be—
lieved he was fired because he had
AIDS.
s
The case is reminiscent of the
movie Philadelphia, in which Tom
Hanks portrays a lawyer with AIDS
who sues his law firm after he is
fired.
Geoffrey Bowers filed a com—
plaint with the state Human Rights
Division shortly after he was fired
from Baker & McKenzie in 1986.
He died in 1987 after testifying in
the case.
On Dec. 17, 1993, the human
rights agency ordered the firm to pay
a half—million dollars to Bowers‘
estate, plus back pay from the time
he was fired until the time he died.
— "His psyche was punctured, his
self—reliance was smashed and his
well—being erased," Lynne Weikart,
the human rights division‘s execu—
tive deputy commissioner wrote in
her decision. She called the firing

"devastatingly cruel" and said that
losing hisjob took from Bowers "the
. one thing which kept his spirits high
in spite of impending death."
Baker & McKenzie plans to ap—
peal the decision in state Supreme
Court. _
"With this appeal the truth is go—
ing to emerge," said Les Fagen, who
is handling the appeal. "Geoffrey
Bowers‘ condition and death is a
tragedy. But the firm did not know—
ingly terminate him because of this
illness."
The firm said he was fired be—
cause of his on—the—job performance.
Although Bowers never told his
co—workers that he was Gay or had
AIDS, doctors testified that he had
disfiguring facial lesions from
Kaposi‘s Sarcoma, an AIDS—related
condition.
Fagen said that in 1986, when
Bowers was fired, people were not
as familiar with AIDS as they are
now. He said Bowers‘ co—workers
accepted his explanation thatthe
marks on his skin were the result of
a bicycle accident.
The human rights division said
Baker & McKenzie‘s claim that the

lesions were not recognized as a sign
of AIDS was "implausible."
Bowers did litigation work, spe—
cializing in immigration cases, at the
law firm‘s Manhattan office. Baker
& McKenzie has branches around
the world and employs more than
1,000 lawyers.
The $500,000 award is the larg—
est ever ordered by the human rights
agency.
__
Bowers‘ lawyers, Robert Balsam
and Daniel Felber, went to the
Cardozo School of Law with Bow—
ers. Bowers is survived by his
mother, who is a prime beneficiary
of his estate.
Balsam and Felber said they were
struck by similarities between Bow—
ers‘ case and the story line of the
movie Philadelphia.
The movie credits end with a dis—
claimer that says the events por—
trayed are fictitious.

Frank Says Clinton M aking
Progress On Gay Rights
FALL
RIVER,
Mass.
(AP)
—
The
Clinton
administ
ration
is
mak—
ingprogresson Gayrights,U.S. Rep.
Barney
Frank,
D—Mass.
says.
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Frank saide."the new rules for the

two spy agencies mean that employ—

ees will be judged on their job per—

formance and behavior, and not on

their sexual orientation.

"Now, that doesn‘t mean that

your sexual behavior couldn‘t get

you in trouble," he said. "It could get

you in trouble if you‘re really stu—

pid, whether you‘re Gay or straight.
If you‘re having an affair with a

Libyan terrorist, that‘s probably not

good for your security clearance."
Frank, however, said "the notion

that if you‘re Gay you‘re much more

— likely to be a security risk is not sta—

tistically valid at all and that‘s go—
ing to be discarded."
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SANTA ANA, Calif. (AP) —
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player was sentenced Jan. 7 to 10
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prison for the
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Beach beating of a man he thought
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Meinhold Judge Disappointed With Clinton

public statements, he has criticized
federal mandatory—prison laws and
sentencing guidelines, a subject he
raised again Jan. 18.
"I think we can have a more just
system than one that penalizes some—
one for crack cocaine 100 times
more severely than someone who
happens to have (the same amount
of) powdered cocaine," Hatter told
law students at Golden Gate Umver—
sity.
He said he was not accusmg Con—

2]

gress of racism in passing the sen—
tencing laws, "but clearly the results

<>
_"

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —The
Gays were based on "cultural myths
judge who declared the military ban
and false stereotypes."
on Gays unconstitutional calls Presi—
After the Navy indicated it would
dent Clinton‘s "don‘t ask, don‘t tell" deny Meinhold promotion or re—en—
policy "very sad."
listment, Hatter broadened his rul—
"He had an opportunity. He ing last September to prohibit all
didn‘t seize it," U.S. District Judge military discrimination based on
Terry Hatter of Los Angeles told a sexual orientation. The ruling, if
law school audience on Jan. 18 in
upheld, would strike down the new
lamenting Clinton‘s decision not to policy as well as the old one.
repeal the ban by executive order as
The Clinton administration ap—
soon as he took office.
pealed the ruling to the 9th U.S. Cir—
"It would have been well behind cuit Court of Appeals, which heard
us, I think, if he had acted swiftly ...
oral arguments last month. The is—
when his popularity was at its high— sue is also before a federal appeals
est," Hatter said.
court in Washington, D.C. Hatter
The new policy, passed by Con— said it was headed for the Supreme
gress and accepted by Clinton, pro— Court.
hibits questioning recruits about their
"Given the present makeup of the
sexual orientation but still requires
United States Supreme Court, I‘m
discharges of those who reveal their not particularly optimistic," he said.
homosexuality, unless they can per—
"The same arguments are used
suade authorities they will remain — against Gays in the military as were
celibate while in the service.
used against Blacks in the military,"
"I don‘t know that it‘s workable," said Hatter, who is Black. "I don‘t
submit for a minute that the prob—
Hatter said. He called the new policy
"very sad."
lems are the same, but unfortunately
Last January, Hatter ordered the the results in how Gays are treated
Navy to reinstate Petty Officer Keith and how many minorities are treated
is the same."
Meinhold, a 13—year veteran who
Hatter, 60, a former federal pros—
had been discharged in 1992 after
disclosing his homosexuality on na— ecutor and poverty lawyer, was ap—
pointed to the bench by President
tional television. The ruling said the
Pentagon‘sjustifications for banning Carter in 1980. In past rulings and

Ir

areracist. Young black and brown
males are the major victims here."
While declining to advocate le—
galization of drugs, Hatter said
Clinton and Congress should adopt
the drug treatment programs and.
other alternatives to mandatory im—
prisonment proposed by Attorney
General Janet Reno. He said he
feared Reno would leave office be—
fore the end of Clinton‘s current
term.
i
"I don‘t see how she can (stay)
without the support of the White
House," Hatter said.
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You Have AIDSanD

Money Is aA PROBLEM...

‘VVe know firsthand the financial challenge of living with AIDS. We respond to that challenge 24
hours a day.
a The Access Program provides the money you need for living today by buying yourlife insurance
policy. Quickly and Easily, with no medical exams.

With us you bypass brokers ("sellers reps" or "advocates") who may charge you nothing but
receive a blg fee from the buyer: money which should go to you.
Our commitment to paying the highest pnces-—w1th all the money gomg to you——and prowdmga
caring, confidential service continues to make us The Company of Choice.

. WE OFFER A soLuTIion!
Family helping family, call Ron:
1—800—235—6411

: We Support
ba
Neah
K
Buss
THE ACCESS PROGRAM is the largest, most established company using only its own funds.
The first company to guarantee payment, THE ACCESS PROGRAM continues to lead the
industry in setting the highest standards for the protection and benefit of its clients.

Government Launches New Campaign To Encou
rage Condom Use
By Christopher Connell
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — In one
.— TV ad an adventuresome condom in
its little package leaps under the
blankets to join a lovemaking

couple. In another, a young woman
told by a passionate suitor that he
"forgot it" retorts, "Then forget it!"
They‘re part of a bolder new fed—
eral campaign to persuade young
Americans to protect themselves
against AIDS, either by using

—condomseverytime—andanyway
have sex, or by abstaining
fromThetheysexaltogether.
newnetworks,
ads, made
availablecleverto
thethanTVexplicit.
are
more
They never show an
actualcondomorevenanunmistak—

JL

Vf'n'a'm

ably Gay couple; most victims of the brace. She unbuttons his shirt. He
fatal disease in the United States are pulls off her earring. She kicks off a _
male homosexuals.
shoe. But when she asks, "Did you
But they mark a heightened level bring it?" her partner sheepishly ad—
of frankness from Reagan era health mits, "I forgot it."
officials who once hinted at condom
"Then forget it!" she snaps,
use by showing a young man pull— reaching for the lamp.
_
ing on a sock.
ABC and CBS insisted on refer—
"Every new HIV infection is a ences to abstinence as an option to
needless infection," said Health and protect against health theats in con—
Human Services Secretary Donna E. nection with the automatic condom
Shalala. Until now, "we have been ad and the Latin love scene. CBS
too timid to talk openly about the approved another spot in which
prevention tools ... at our disposal." AIDS counselor Diane Stokes ad—
But, holding up several wrapped vises peers they can wait before hav—
condoms, Gebbie added, "If you do ing sex — but not another in which
choose to be sexually active, use one she urged them to use condoms. _
of these, use a latex condom ... ev—
The ads do not mention that the
ery time you have sex."
24—year—old Atlanta woman is HIV
The Centers for Disease Control positive herself.
and Prevention crafted spots that
At the news conference, Stokes
would be acceptable to the networks delivered an emotional appeal for
and the public at large and still get frank AIDS education for America‘s
their message across to the target youth, saying she was unaware of
_audience—young adultsagw 18t0 25. the disease when she got infected at
~As part of the new initiative, the age 16.
CDC also is forging new partner—
"Today I live imprisoned by HIV.
ships with community, business, re— It doesn‘t have to be that way." said
ligious and school groups to find Stokes. "We are dying and we are
ways of encouraging those most at the future of America, and it is about
risk ofAIDS to change their behavior. time somebody cared about that."
Shalala said all four major broad—
Another ad suggests abstinence
cast networks have agreed to run in a non-preachy way.
them, although some imposed re—
It comes in male and female ver—
strictions. ABC ran the "forget it" sions, with an intense young person
during its adult police series expressing to a
‘heothernetworks _
— have not announced their plans.
you"
andto "never put you in dan—
When a reporter asked why none ger. There is a time for us to belov—
of the condom ads showed a Gay ers. We will wait until that time
male couple, Shalala said, "How do comes."
you know that?"
Dave Ford, a spokesman for the
In fact, the 30—second spot with San Francisco AIDS Foundation,
the automatic condom — which said the ads were "a very good first
pops out of a dresser drawer, skit— step. ... Theyre very slick."
ters along the floor past a surprised
But he added, "we‘re concerned
cat and dives into bed — is deliber— that none of the ads specifically tar—
ately vague about the gender of the gets young Gay and bisexual men."
‘couple under the sheets.
Mark Senak, deputy director of
"It would be nice if latex AIDS Project Los Angeles, said, .
condoms were automatic. But since "We have to be very happy we fi—
they‘re not, using them should be," nally got ads that talk about
an announcer intones. *
condoms.... This is a big step in tak—
A second spot features a young ing care of the neglect of the past."
— Hispanic couple in a steamy em—

ad

REE DANCE LESSONS
uesdays 8—9 p.m. Fridays 9—10 p.m

_ No Cover on Tuesdays — Regular Cover on Fridays
WOMEN & MEN WELCOME!! !

Sheridan Lambe, Lecsw
Joyce Schimenti, Lesw
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Third Annual River City Throw Down
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¥ Relationship Counseling
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that market."
The community center is no more
politically active than a senior citi—
‘zens center or a church, said Pete

ance company to cancel a policy for
any reason if a month‘s notice is
glvenwithin the first 90days, Insur—
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Yves Saint Laurent To

Condoms
the Valentine‘s Day
By Suzy Patterson Associated announcing
condoms.
Press Writer
assisting people with AIDS.
.._Parisiansare scheduled to receive a tionsGirard
said the 200,000 YSL
~distinctive valentine from couturier condom recipientswouldbechosen
Yves Saint Laurent —a condom. at random from a mailiing list, "irre—
Unadorned by lace, hearts or
sex."get around%
flowers, the condom will arrive in spective
"The ofage
messageor will
analuminumpacketinsideadiscreet
he said. "Anybody, of any age, may
white folder.
at risk, and none of us can be pro—
The valentine is Saint Laurent‘s betected
enough."
latestcontributiontothefightagainst Saintor warned
and his company
AIDS, according to Christophe have longLaurent
supportive of efforts
Girard,secretary—generalofthefash— to combatbeen
AIDS, and eye—catching
ion house.
publicity is nothing new for the fash—
The valentine packet is printed ion
with anartisticphotographofanude Inhouse.
Saint Laurent himself
male covering his private parts, a posed 1971
Buddha—style
in the nude to
silhouette of a woman in the fore— promote his new perfumePour
ground.
_
Girardsaidthefashionhousewas Homme.
A 1993 holography by Laurence
inspired by the government‘s deci— Benaim
chronicled Saint Laurent‘s
sion Dec. 1 to makecondomsavail— drug problems
homosexuality.
able for one franc (about 17 U.S. But his bouts ofandill health
in recent
cents) apiece, one—fifth thestandard years are related to depression
and
price.
not AIDS, according to col—
Earlier, Parisians were con— drugs,
fronted by YSL posters across the leagues.
city displayingthe nude photo, and
Valentine
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Fantasy Fashion Shows, Exotic Male
Entertaiment, Stripper—Grams,
Hot to Go — 2 to 5 Models Available

Get Back, Lorena!
ARCADIA, Fla. (AP) — A man who had long wanted to switch
sexes cut off his penis with an electric saw.
Doctors tried without success to reattach the organ, which was found
tossed under a bush near Bill Sconyers‘ home.
Sconyers, 23, said he "felt he needed to cut off his penis to become
a woman," the sheriff‘s office said.
Sconyers‘ mother, Novella Holder, told deputies her son some—
times wore dresses and had wanted for years to be a woman.
"I don‘t feel like a man," he said from his hospital bed.
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or is at greater risk of suffering van—
dalism, she said.
Some other small South Carolina
organizations that might be consid—
ered politically active, including the
American Civil Liberties Union, the
Citizens Local Environmental Ac—
tion Network and the Carolina Alli—
ance for Fair Employment, pay $200
to $300 a year to insure their offices,
the newspaper said.
Planned Parenthood of Central
South Carolina pays about $900.
None was insured by State Farm.

4% 4 i
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Pride Movement.
The center has bulletin boards, a
small library, a television, a kitchen
area, a ping—pong table and space for
meetings or informal get—togethers.
The center opened in October and
served 15 to 30 people a day on
weekends.
South Carolina allows an insur—

ance Commissioner John Richards
said.
State
Farm, based
in
Bloomington, III., issued the notice
Nov. 22 canceling the policy on
Christmas Day, the newspaper said
The insurance cost about $250 a
year, said Debra Brandes, co—chair
of the Gay and Lesbian Pride Move—
ment. Other companies have quoted
prices ofabout $1,000 a year, which is
beyond the center‘s budget, she said.
Insurers say the center will pay
more because it is a nonprofit agency

# ¢

Tepley, a Columbia attorney and
member of the Gay and Lesblan

¢
&

"While we do insure civic orga—
nizations, we do not insure high—pro—
file organizations which maybe
politically active on a national
scale," a State Farm executive wrote
in a letter to the Gay and Lesbian
Pride Movement.
State Farm spokeswoman Patti
Nates would not discuss the specif—
ics but said the company does not
discriminate. Its primary market is
home, life and auto insurance poli—
cies, and State Farm insures busi—
nesses and organizations only when
they are small and locally oriented,
she said.
"Organizations like those (Gay
and Lesbian centers) tend to operate
on a national level, larger than the
town or community they‘re based
in," Nates said. "We‘re Just not in

salestabi

COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) — State
Farm Insurance Co. says it wasn‘t
~ discriminating when it canceled the
policy for a homosexual—rights or—
ganization. The insurer says it just
doesn‘t write policies for politically
active, high—profile organizations.
The bottom line is that the non—
profit Gay and Lesbian Community
Center in Columbia has closed until
it can find new, affordable insurance
for its office.
"This center has been a dream
that we‘ve had that has finally come
to fruition," said center volunteer
John Scruggs, "and we‘re not going
to give it up."
State Farm‘s regional office in
Jacksonville, Fla., said it overrode
the local agent who wrote the policy.
—The insurance was canceled two
months after it was issued. The
‘_ agent, Art Ford, would not comment,
The (Columbia) State reported in
January.
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State Farm Accused Of Bias In Cancelling Center‘s Insurance

Tennessee Leather Tribe Forms
Tennessee Leather Tribe has held
its organizational meetings and is
now accepting pledges for Memphis
newest leather—levi—social club. It is
the first Gay/Lesbian club of this
type in Memphis to have male and
female charter members. President
Don Johnson said, "Our purpose is
to be part of the leather community,
share the brotherhood/sisterhood of
that community, help out other or—
ganizations and enjoy ourselves."
Immediately, the club voted to do—
nate to the King and Queen of Hearts
fundraiser (see Lady A‘s rounds) at
home bar WKRB in Memphis and
is planning an inaugural function for
March.
Members state that this is a non—
competitive social leather club ea—
ger to become involved in
community activities. Pride in the
leather community and in the club
itself will cause the club‘s new col—
ors to be seen in all places and all,
situations (in other words, colors are
always correct). It was the desire of
founders Chuck Alan and Don
Johnson to found a club consisting

Tracy Alé Benefit Rated
Top Notch
By Vincent Astor

Chartermembers of TLT Tim Brown, Don Johnson, Allen Cole, Trish Rast,
Jenny Baldwin I to r Not shown Chuck Alan—Johnson.
of both male and female members.
Potential members will be required
to go through a pledge period simi—
lar to other clubs, but associate mem—
bers will only be assessed dues once.
Charter members are: Don
Johnson, president; Jenny "Rebel"

Erotfi
Icizing —

Safer

Pride Notes
The Pride Committee is growing
and going. On January 22nd the
Pride Committee traveled to Nash—
ville for a state—wide pride meeting.
Representatives of Nashville, Knox—

_| — to form the “Volunteer State Pnde

a.

A Workshop for Gay Men

Salurday, February

Baldwin, vice—president; Allen Cole,
secretary;Trish Rast, treasurer; Tim
Brown, road captain; and Chuck
Alan—Johnson, historian. The club‘s
first out of town appearance as a club
is scheduled to be the Conductors‘
run in Nashville, held in March.
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3—5 pm

Memphls Gay & Lesbian Community Center
1486 Madison Avenue
Presented by Friends For Life HIV Resources

A benefit assembled by Tracy
Alé and friends drew a sizable crowd
at Amnesia on Dec. 30. The enter—
tainers brought together by Miss Alé
hailed from as close as home and as
far away as California. The crowd
was estimated at 200 and over $600
was donated to Friends For Life.
Miss Alé stated that she had been
impressed by the agency and was in—
spired to put together a very unique
show to help out.
It was a show ofspecialties and
impressions. Hometowners Vonna
and Jo Anne brought their impres—
sions of Cher and Diana Ross.
Stephanie, who hails from New Or—
leans with a forte in illusions, be—
came Marilyn Monroe in the famous
"Diamonds are a Girl‘s Best Friend"
and later Patsy Cline. Kitty, from
Houston, turned from a wise—
mouthed MC into a performer who
reminded the writer of 7—foot
Suzanne at her best (younger read—
ers will have to ask) and brought in
many contributions. Sybil, also from
New Orleans, performed live; and
there was an apparition from the
kitchen doing the hulie—hulie. We
were told that it was Jaime Ray.
The headliner ofthe evening was

Tracy Ale
famous inpersonations of Whitney
Houston and Rue Paul, alternating
live and lip—synch and impressing
the audience with some high quality
performance. Veronica York re—
turned as special guest bringing clips
of her appearance in the PBS spe—
cial What Sex am I and proving to
be very beautiful and well——remem—.
bered by Memphians.
Tracy herself dedicated "Wind
Beneath My Wings" to the late
Michelle Marie Hays who was a
close friend and inspiration. She
brought her skills as MC and a rarely
seen Latin beauty and ponse to her
performance.
Production qualities were hlgh- %
throughoutowner.
Frank Cooper
Ton ofthe stage. _

Committee" with two representa—
tives from each city. Vincent Astor
and "Dixie" Alexander are the two longer be a function of the Commu— Bi—Sexual
representatives from Memphis. nity Center, but become a separate
Rather than individual cities trying organization. The Center remains Alliance
to coordinate large events, the Vol— supportive of the Pride Committee
unteer State Pride Committee will with use of the center for meetings,
The Bi—Sexual Alliance has
coordinate these events with support fundraisers, functions, and space now formed in Memphis.
and ideas from each member city. during Pride Week. The Center also
Are you out as Gay, Lesbian,
They have already planned the Ten— _ is co—hosting the Expo and contin— Transgendered, but still clos—
nessee representation at Stonewall ues the River Ride as one of the ma— eted as far as being bisexual?
25, including transportation and ho— jor events during Pride Week.
We are a social/political/sup—
We need more fundraisers, we port group for people that are
tel accomodations.
On the local level plans are bet need more committed people.on our comfortable with their bisexu—
ing made for our pride events. On committee, we need more bars and ality or exploring their bisexu—
Saturday, June 11th, we will be co— businesses involved with the Pride ality, or just questioning their
sponsoring with the Memphis Gay Committee, and we need more sup— bisexuality.
We meet the second Satur—
and Lesbian Community Center the port from the Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual/
5th Annual Gay and Lesbian Expo. Transgendered organizations need— day of the month at the Mem—
Gay
and
Lesbian
Saturday evening is the Annual Pride ing representatives to be on the com— phis
mittee and publishing pride events. Community Center. Time of
River Ride.
Sunday, June 12 will be our sec— It‘s up to you how Pride events go, meetings is 4 PM.
Come and be in a supportive
ond annual Pride Parade, with an ex— it‘s up to you how Pride Week goes,
panded parade route and larger rally. it‘s up to you how the Pride Com— atmosphere. If you have ques—
tions come and ask us. If you
On Saturday, June 18, we will be mittee goes.
Pride Committee meetings are on are looking fro bisexual
travelingto Nashville to be involved
with the state—wide Rally and March, the first Saturday of each month at friends come and join us.
For more information on
we will have vans or buses travel— 10 AM. Come and join us.
The Memphis Pride Committee Memphis Bisexual Alliance
ing to Nashville and back. On June
23, (Thursday) we leave for New (representing the Gay, Lesbian, Bi— and listing of other bisexual
sexual, and Transgendered commu— groups and publications in the
York.
Our committee of 5 would like nities of Memphis) is a member of US, contact John Prowett,
to be a committee of 50 or more. Volunteer State Pride, Inc., and the Memphis Bisexual Alliance,
Why can Nashville have a member— International Association of Gay and 1517 Court Street, Suite #4,
Memphis, TN 38104—2402.
ship of 100 with 7 days of events and Lesbian Pride Coordinators.
A spaghetti fundraiser will be
Be Bi and Be Proud.
we can‘t? It‘s up to you.
—Submitted by John Prowett
Also, it was decided last fall that held Sat., Feb. 26, 4—6pm;$5.00 for
the Pride Committee would not any _ all you can eat.
—Submitted by John Prowett
<
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Holy Trinity Moves

In Sight

—— actionFriday, Jan. 7, 1994,in front
of the Shelby County Health Depart—
mentat the corner of Jefferson and
Dunlap. We were angry at the Health
Department‘s inaction, so we di—
rected our anger on them.
We want the Health Department
to give out dental dams, information
about woman—to—woman transmis—
sion, a needle-exchange program,

provide anonymous HIV testing,
non—AIDS—phobic treatment of
people coming in to get tested or get
their results, and more education in
the African—American community,
— since according to an Oct. 31, 1993
report, 73% of new cases of HIV in
Shelby County are among African—
Americans.
We are angry. We are angry that
our friends are dying. We are angry
that the city doesn‘t have a compre—
hensive AIDS combat plan. We are
angry that the county health depart—
ment treatspeople with HIV like lep—
ers and enforces racism and
genocide against our African—
American sisters and brothers.
As a part of ACT UP‘s protest,
we held signs, gave speeches,
chanted slogans such as "One AIDS
death every three minutes" and
"Clean needles now," and held a die—
in. We lay on the ground for three
minutes showing the gravity of the
disease that kills one person in that
period of time, every day, every
month, every year.
For the last ten minutes of the
action, we surrounded the Health
Department‘s front door and really
let them have a taste of our rage.

bother us:they circled the block for
the entire 90 minutes, waiting for us
to do something illegal, but we
didn‘t.
#
Media coverage was good even
if half of them labeled our group in—
correctly. The action was on all three
local news programs at 6 and 10 PM
and in Saturday‘s paper. Channel 13
and the Commercial Appeal called
ACT UP "Gay rights activists." That
is incorrect.
In our entire 90—minute demon—
stration, we said nothing about Gay
rights. We were speaking only for
the rights of People Living With
AIDS and HIV, and that it is not a:
Gay disease. Secondly, while quite
a few people in ACT UP are Gay,
not all of us are. It is disturbing that
so—called "journalists" can‘t get the
story right the first time.
With a turnout of about 30
people, great media coverage and the
beginning of dialogue, we consider —
this action a success. But our mis—
sion is not over. We will demonstrate
and yell and make our voices heard
in the Bluff City until we are satis—
fied, and we will only be satisfied
when no one in Memphis, Shelby
County, Tennessee, America, or the
world dies from AIDS. It is a war
we are fighting—not only against a
deadly virus, but against bigotry and
fear, Come be a soldier in the fight
against AIDS. For more information,
call ACT UP at (901) 725—5483.
—Submitted by Freda Nicholson
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_ ball, DO IT!
Get off that sofa, put down the
remote control and get busy. Im—
press that butch looking guy you
met last week, in fact bring him

player or not ALL participants are
welcome.
Playing softball, as in anything .
else, is a learning experience,
which is why there are practices. —
Practices are specifically for that,
learning how to play correctly,
working on areas that are weak and
improving on those previously
learned.
If you are interested in playing
call Chuck at 682—9928. A meet—
ing will be scheduled sometime in
February.
— Submitted by Chuck Saylor
Alliance Goes

Coming in March..

"us, we promise to makeyou feel
welcome and appreciated. Meet new
Boredom Bashing
people, make new friends the Alli—
ance pre Mardi Gras/Valentine‘s
Alliance L/L will sponsor a pre bash!
—Submitted By Alliance
Mardi Gras/Valentine bash at the
Pipeline.
Memphis Leather/Levi Alliance, Safer Sex
the all—purpose leather club for the Workshop
90‘s will host a Mardi Gras kickoff
Feb. 12 at 10PM at The Pipeline. Slated
Yes, it‘s a Saturday night folks, you
A safer sex workshop called
can sleep late the next day!
"Eroticizing Safer Sex" is scheduled
There will be a free drawing for for Saturday, Feb. 12 from 3—5 pm
a Valentine gift as well, and patrons at the Memphis Gay and Lesbian
. will be have the choice of their fa— Community Center.
vorite beverages IF they are wear—
The program, specifically de—
ing the specific article of clothing signed and facilitated by Gay men,
when it is announced. There will be will be offered regularly in the fu—
seperate drawings for dinners at Cafe ture, but the first is scheduled to tie
Roux & El Chico resturants.
in with Valentine‘s Day.
Get your leather warm and ready
The workshop is being developed
because Alliance will be serving as part of Friends For Life HIV
jello shooters. As usual you never Resources‘educational efforts which
know what other surprises are in are funded by the Centers for Dis—
store during the evening. Come join ease Control through a grant from

the State Dept. of Health. The work—
shop will be "sex positive" and will
stress ways to prevent the spread of
HIV while maintaining intimacy and
eroticism.
Both singles and couples are en—
couraged to attend. The workshop
is free.
MGLCC‘s 2nd
Mardi Gras Ball
The MGLCC will hold a Mardi
Gras Ball on Sat., Feb. 5, at the
Flower Market. Tickets are $10 at
Meristem, Mid—Town Hair, Star
Search Video and the MGLCC and
$15 at the door. Local entertainers,
dancing, a parade of Mardi Gras cos—
tumes and selection of a King and
Queen will take place. Costumes or
formal wear are encouraged; prizes
will be given for significant cos—
tumes. The doore open at 8 pm with
entertainment beglnmng promptly at

8:30.
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ShelbyCounty Health Dept.
locked their doors so we would —
ACT UP Memphis held its ﬁrst They
not try to go inside. The police didn‘t
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ACT UP Stages Protest At
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currently have, seating 300.
At press time, the sanctuary al—
Softball season is rapidly ap—
tar was being constructed and
proaching. Start breaking out your
plans were on track for the first
gear and streching those muscles
service to be held on Jan. 30.
that have been dormant during the
Church officials say the build—
winter months.
ing is in great condition. They say
The Gay men‘s softball team is
it has a much better heating and
about to set sail into it‘s second
cooling system, a security system,
year of play, with visions of fun,
covered parking, and more office
excitement and a competitive atti—
and meeting space.
tude.
Even before their former
Practice will start the beginning
church building was sold, Holy
of March and we are looking for a
Trinity was looking for a larger
large number to participate, with
space.
the ultimate goal of having more
The church on Monroe could
than one team in Memphis.
seat 124 comfortably and addi—
Interest was high after last
tional services had to be added to
year‘s team started playing and
accommodate the congregation.
even more after returning from the
With the larger sanctuary, the
Music City Classic in Nashville.
church plans to drop back to one ser—
vice on Sunday morning. The Sun— _ We will be returning to Nashville
in August for the Gay Softball —
day evening service will remain.
World Series, and possibly other
Church members have been or—
tournaments in South and South—
ganized into moving teams in
. east.
preparation for the move.
Now is the time to strut your
Holy Trinity has about 300 mem—
stuff and show what you can do.
bers on its rolls about 200 of whom
Don‘t just talk about playing soft—
are considered active members.

I
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The most successful predomi—
— nately Gay and Lesbian Church in
Memphis has found a new home.
Holy Trinity Community
Church needed new accommoda—
tions when the church building at
2323 Monroe was sold. It chose
neither to buy nor renew its lease.
At least for the next several
years, Holy Trinity will be hold—
ing its services at 1559 Madison
— the old Tastee Bakery building
which was most recently rede—
signed as the Memphis Design
Center.
—
Although a building fund was
established last year, not enough
money is in it yet to build a new
church. The move to 1599 Madi—
son is seen by the church as an in—
terim location until the fund is
large enough to construct or buy a
new church. The church plans to
stay at this location for 3—5 years.
The 8400—square foot space
features exposed brick and hard—
wood floors. Church officials say
the new ‘building will provide
more than twice the space they

Softball Season

Police: Gay—Bashing Gang Bragged Of Killing

, TYLER, Texas (AP) — Love of CB ra—
dios and hatred of homosexuals drew the gang
together, police say. And those passions al—
legedly led them first to terrorize Gays and
then to kill one.
Three young men have been arrested in the
slaying of Nick West, whose bullet—riddled,
half—naked body was found in a gravel pit out—
side of town.
— In videotaped confessions, Donald Aldrich,
29, David Ray McMillan, 17, and Henry Dunn
Jr., 19, not only admitted killing West but
boasted that, for months, they had sought out
homosexuals to assault and rob, police said.
"Every one of the robberies by the gang
started as a Gay—bashing," sheriffs Lt. Gregg
Wilson said. "It wasjust whenever they needed
the money. It started with their fists and base—
ball bats and then it graduated to guns and try—
ing to kill them. It just escalated."
Aldrich was identified as the ringleader of
the loose—knit gang of more than a dozen sus—
pected in a string of burglaries, drive—by
shootings, robberies, carjackings and arsons
in the Tyler area, dating to last summer.
"It started out as a hobby. They met over
CB radio and started hanging out together, and
it went from there," Wilson said.
A grand jury indicted them Dec. 16 on
murder charges. They pleaded innocent and
were jailed on $1 million bail each. District

Attorney Jack Skeen said he will ask for the
death penalty.
"They acted like they were proud of it"
Sheriff J.B. Smith said.
Aldrich called one newspaper after his ar—
rest to complainthat it had his name and age
wrong.
West, 23, an openly Gay medical records

clerk, went out the evening of Nov. 30 in a
borrowed vehicle, saying he would be back
shortly.
In their confessions, the defendants said
they came across West that night at Bergfeld
Park, an after—dark meeting place for homo—
sexuals.
They said they took West to a gravel pit
about 10 miles from Tyler, where they shot
him repeatedly with a shotgun and two .357—
caliber Magnum revolvers. More than two
dozen entry and exit wounds were found in
the body.
Aldrich, McMillan and Dunn also have
pleaded innocent to the armed robbery nine
days earlier of a 48—year—old Gay man at
Bellwood Lake, another Gay meeting place.
The man‘s attackers set fire to his car, and he
escaped death by jumping in the icy lake and
hiding for several hours.
Homosexuals around the town of 75,000
people 90 miles east of Dallas said they re—
main uneasy despite the arrests.
"We‘re delighted that the ringleader and
the other two responsible are behind bars and
probably will never be free again, but there

are others in the gang that still haven‘t been
caught," said Wesley Beard, a 21—year—old
auctioneer and Gay activist living in nearby.
Jacksonville.
But leaders said they are pleased that law
enforcement officers have acknowledged the
killing as a hate crime. A rally held at Bergfeld
Park praised the handling of the case, as well
as show support for area Gays.

Former Security Guard Says Tower
Records Spied on Gay Employees
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — A former Tower Records security guard is suing the
company, clalmmg his superiors ordered him to spy on Gay store managers and bug
another manager‘s office.
Husham "Eddie" Haroun, who supervised security at 11 San Francisco Bay area
stores, has filed suit against the retail store outlet, charging that he was forced to quit
after refusing to conduct the surveillance.
The company intended "to terminate or demote Gay store managers because homo—
sexuals—do not fit the image of Tower Records," the suit charged.
Jamerson Allen, a lawyer representing Tower, said the company has not yet seen the
suit and declined comment.
Haroun said his superiors ordered him to bug a Gay manager‘s office to find out if
the manager was "arranging personal homosexual liaisons on company time and tele—
phones."
Haroun, 29, said he was forced to resign in February after working for Tower for 3
1/2 years because he refused to bug the offices.
The suit, filed in San Francisco Superior Court, seeks unspecified damages.
The suit also claims that Tower discriminated against Haroun, who is Black, be—
cause of his race and that he was subjected to racial epithets at work.
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Dlscover ﬁnanc1al freedom with Funds for Life.
We‘ve helped many people across the country face the
financial challenge of living with an incurable illness.
Life Funding Corporation is prepared to
confidentially purchase your life insurance policy so
that you can have your money now . . . when you
really need :it. And because we are self—capitalized,
funds for life are available immediately.
Together we can realize your dreams ofbetter quality
LIFE FUNDING
health care and more fulfilling experiences of life.
CORPORATION
For information call 1—800—456—8799.
a
Your call will be confidential.
Funds For sze
Memberofthe National Viatical Association (NVA) Memberofthe National Association ofPeople With AIDS (NAPWA)
8300 DUNWOODY PLACE & SUITE 220 A ATLANTA, GA 30350 (404) 518—8830 A (800) 456—8799 A FAX: (404) 518—9663
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By Charles Richards
Associated Press Writer

"In Texas, they just don‘t do that without a
great deal of pressure," said William
Waybourn, executive director of the national
Gay and Lesbian Victory Fund in Washing—
ton.
Officers said there was never any doubt.
"It was just a sick, sadistic crime," said
Chief Deputy Johnny Beddingfield. "We‘d
prosecute someone who treated a dog like this,
much less a human being."
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They are seeking volunteers to keep
found at any of your local watering—
Bowling Beat score during the tournament, help
Passages
holes.
decorate the Hospitality Suite (lo—
For those of you who do not
by Tony Matics
cated at the Memphis Marriott Ho—
bowl, but still want to be a part of all
Institute, he testified before state and
Michael Callen,
tel, American Way), and the bowling
the festivities, we are offering a non—
congressional committees and pub—
The Brothers and Sisters Bowl—
alley, and to assist with registration,
participant package. This package / Singer:
lished several works on the disease.
ing League has started their second—
check—in, and other tasks that will be
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
includes entry into the bowling al—
In addition to Dworkin, Callen is
, half season with a flourish! Several
performed. Volunteers need not be
Michael Callen, a composer, singer survived by his parents, Barbara and
ley during the tournament (the lanes
teams have begun their bid for the
familiar with bowling, just familiar will be closed to the general public),
and prominent AIDS activist who
Clifford Callen, a sister and a
second—half championship, looking
with giving their time to help ensure entry to all receptions, and good for was among those to survive the long—
brother.
toward the end of the season all—
that all of our put of town guests
est with the disease, died of AIDS
the Tournament Banquet where we
A memorial service was pending.
mighty roll off with the first—half enjoy their weekend stay here in the
will be serving a sit—down dinner,
complications. He was 38.
Champion, "CD2." Who will it be...
Bluff City. for more information
Callen, who died Dec. 27, was
giving away fabulous prizes, and
Darrell Yates,
the Pipeline Awesome Four, the
about being a volunteer, please call
diagnosed in 1982 as having the dis—
you can see a mini—benefit show for
team which barely won second—
Writer
Mike Reed at (901) 324—0005.
ease that later was named acquired
the tournament. Cost of the non—
place honors for the first—half, is
immune deficiency syndrome, said
participant package is $35 per per—
making a strong bid after two weeks
his lover, Richard Dworkin.
son. There will be a limited number
Entry Deadline for S.P.I.T.
NEW YORK (AP) — Darrell
ofbowling, with a perfect 8—0 record.
Callen never took the commonly
Tournament Nearing
of these packages available, so get
Yates Rist, a writer and Gay activist
We‘ve had a lot of strong indi—
For those people interested in
yours now by contacting any S.P.LT.. prescribed AZT and received alter—
who helped found the Gay and Les—
vidual performances this year, Pam competing in the first—ever Interna—
native chemotherapy for AIDS—re—
committee member, or the Brothers
bian Alliance Against Defamation,
R. rolled the very first women‘s 600 tional Gay Bowling Organization — and Sisters Bowling League.
has died. He was 45.
lated cancer, Dworkin said.
series earlier this season, and "Mr.
"He tried to keep in motion to
(IGBO) tournament, tournament
Watch this paper next month for
Rist died Dec. 29 of complica—
Tournament" (Ron S.) sizzled the
present a moving target for the dis—
entries must be received with post—
a special feature honoring the
tions from AIDS, said his compan—
lanes one night for a 267 game in
ion, Robert M. Cataldo.
ease "And he never took AZT. He
marks no later than February 18,
S.P.I.T. Tournament. Until then, re—
route to a 617 series. With 11 weeks
thought that was another reason he
member, its now how well you
Rist wrote about politics, Gay
1994. Participant cost is $75 per per—
left in the season, will anyone top
was around for so long."
son, which includes nine games of scored, its how you scored it!
activism and the arts for a variety of
these scores? Stay—tuned to find out!
bowling (singles, doubles, 4—person
For more than a decade, Callen
publications including The Nation,
worked to improve the quality of life
team event), entry into all Tourna—
the Village Voice, Harper‘s and The
S.P.LT. Looking for a Few
for people with AIDS and promoted Advocate. His 1992 book, Heart—
SPLT
ment related receptions, and the.
Good Men and Women
buyer‘s clubs providing low—cost
lands: A Gay Man‘s Odyssey Across
Tournament Banquet. You need not
With a little more than a month
access
to
AIDS
treatments.
He
urged
have a team to enter, as we will
America,
was praised by Gore Vidal
St. Patrick‘s
to go until the First Annual St.
use of the term "people with AIDS" as "a marvelously interesting and
have several single entries from out—
Patrick‘s Invitational Tournament
wise book."
as an alternative to "AIDS victims"
side of Memphis that will be
Invitational
(March 18—20), The S.P.I.T. Com—
and was an early advocate of safer
In addition to Cataldo, survivors
matched for doubles and team
mittee is actively seeking volunteers
sex practices.
include his parents, Louis and
events. This year‘s prize fund is es— —
Tournament
to help with the operations of put—
A member of the New York City
Geraldine Rist of Shelby, N.C., and
timated to be around $7,000 based
ting on a large national tournament.
Mayor‘s
Interagency
Task
Force
on
his sister, Jerolyn Rist Szuch of
on 160 bowlers. Entry forms can be
March 18—20
AIDS and the New York State AIDS _ Rochester, Mich.
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through the motions ona daily basis. Nothings new.
Same old thing. day in and day out, in a rut
Sometimes it seems we are just going

Seeking a new perspective, we may try various distractions and later find that they we‘ren‘t the answer at all.
Or, rather than making an effort to change our surrounding we just sit — and begm to be comfortable in our
existence. After a whrle,we seem pretty happy. Content.
Don‘t be fooled into this way of thinging. When we seek the right inspiration, we shall find the real meaning
of life. Only then will we truly be alive.
Psychological Counseling is now available at Holy Trinity Community Church. Individual and group therapy
for personal and relationship problems and people with life—threatening illnesses such as AIDS or cancer. Call
for an appointment. Open group meetings are held every Tuesday from 7—9:00 p.m.

Hoy Trinity CommuNnIy CHURCH
é
1559 Mapison AvENUE
MempHis, Tennessee 38104
©01/726—9443

WorsmHp SeEeRvIices:
Sunpays 11:00 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.
Wepnespay Bisue Stupy: 7:00 p.m.
Pastor—Rev. EtHan PRUETT
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K Special Performance

The Orpheum Theatre

and Reception to

_|

Benefit Aloysius Home

An
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Sunday,

February 20th

3:00 pm

astonishingly apt

Also Performing:

contemporary
parallel for the
Bible‘s story of the
youth who wander:
far from home and
family. In this

The Lark Ascending
Choreographed by
David McNaughton
Pas De Dix
Choreographed by
George Balanchine

from AIDS returns to h
father‘s home in search

y

""°e.
f

MEMPH]I4?

tolerance, love and
forgiveness.

f

—

CONC
}

Choreographed by
. Erich Yeter

ic Director—Dorothy Gunther Pugh

Aloysius Home is a

#0» =profit reeidence, providing a home—like environment for

persons in the terminal stages of AIDS. It is scheduled to open in late spring.
_ __ For more informationontheAloysius Home,write P.Q. Box41679, Memphis, TN38174—1679. _ _
_ Name
Address

City
State
4p
—
Phone
.,
OUCheck Q Visa OM/C Exp. Date _________
7
Card #
Signature

Prodigal Son
—
f
The Orpheum Theatre, Sunday, February 20th, 3:00 pm
*A Special Performance and Reception to Benefit Aloysius Home _
(Reception immediately follows ballet.)
Tickets Reception
# of Tickets Section Total Price
Section Al,A2ZA3 $30
_ $15
L
lest
—
_ #AttendingReception Total Price
Section B1,B2,B3

$24

$15

Section C

$15

$15

_

>

,
Mail in this order form, or call 763—0139
and mention that you would like to
support Aloysius Home.
_

CZ
|

;

~

~~

JL
{
Processing Charge

Enclosed

Memphis Concert Ballet
{oll

*50% of ticket price and 100% of reception proceeds go to Aloysius Home.
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Domestic Partners Health

Episcopal Seminary To Allow Gay

Coverage Expanding

Couples To Live Together On Campus

policy.
Underthepolicy,the 150—stu—
dentseminary iswillingto make
apartments available to "com—
mittedsame—sexcouples." How—
ever, Gay seminarians seeking
ordinationand Gayclergy would
need the approval of their dioc—
esan bishop.
Anderson said housing will
not be available to unmarried
heterosexual couples because
they have the option of marry—
Ing.
Episcopal Church Presiding
Bishop Edmond Browning de—
clinedtocommenton thepolicy.
Diane Porter, a memberofthe
seminary board of trustees and
an executive at Episcopal head—
quarters in New York, said Jan.
17thatthe policy "isa majorstep
forward fortheseminary and the
church."
Anderson said thepolicy "al—
lowsthe seminary to bea micro—
cosm for the rest ofthe church."
— Bill To Restrict
Marriage To
Straight Couples
«~HONOLULU(AP)—A
state legislator plans to intro—
duceabill which would restrict
marriage to heterosexual
couples.
Rep. Terrance Tom said the
state has an interest to regulate
marriage "because only a man
and a woman present the bio—
logical possibility of having
children.
4
"But
I‘m
not
trying
to say
DABBLEG
that marriage is for procre—
H A | RCC 60m rP a n y
ation," he said.
The House Judiciary chair—
man
said most ofthe hundreds
19 N COOPER
901—725—0521
ofletters he has received on the
same—sex marriage issue favor
MON—TUE 9—7, WED—FRI 9—8,SAT 9—6
only opposite—sex marriages.
Vanessa Chong, executive
director of the American Civil
Liberties Union ofHawaii, said
the ability to have children ap—
pears to be a defining part of
LIFE RESOURCE
the proposed bill. She said she
CORP. OF ARK.
doubts the Legislature would
allow
such a bill to pass.
"LIVING BENEFITS"
Mike Gabbard, founder of
Common Sense Now, a coali—
tion opposed to same—sex mar—
riages, said he will work to
amend the state Constitution to
define marriage as between a
man and a woman. |
The state Supreme Court
has ruled that the ban on same—
For additional information or an application, writeorcall: sex marriagesis unconstitu—
tional unless the state can show
Gil Gilbreath
a compelling reason why they
P.O. Box 1058
shouldnot occur.
Forrest City, AR 72335
(501) 633—0554

CONCORD, N.H. (AP) — At
money," Brock said, "but for those in—
By David Briggs
least two New Hampshire employ— dividuals who are covered, it‘s signifi—
Associated Press Writer
ers are providing health insurance for cant coverage."
employees with unconventional
Clark Dumont, vice president of _
NEW YORK (AP) — A leading
live—in partners.
public affairs for New Hampshire Blue
Episcopal divinity schoolis opening its
As of New Year‘s Day, eight
Cross and Blue Shield, said none of
seminary housing to homosexual
Dartmouth College employees who
its customers has asked forsuch cov—
couples despite church policy declar—
are homosexuals have their partners erage.
ing sex is appropriate within marriage
covered under such a plan.
"If there seems to be a market de—
only.
Partners of homosexual employ— sire, we‘d certainly look atit," he said.
Unmarried heterosexual couples are
ees of Massachusetts and New
"Employers are competing to at—
still prohibited from living together on
Hampshire Blue Cross and Blue tract and retain quality people," he said.
campus, under the policy adopted by
Shield also are eligible for such cov—
"We now offer coverage for single
the General Theological Seminary, the
erage. However, Blue Cross does not parents and children, recognizing the
divinity school with the oldest and clos—
offer the plan to the companies it change in which there are indeed single
est ties to the Episcopal Church.
insures.
heads of households. It‘s an evolution —
Bishop Craig B. Anderson, semi—
— The University of New Hamp— — rather than a revolution."
nary president, said the policy approved
shire is reportedly looking into simi—
Lotus, a computer software firm
last week by the board of trustees will
lar coverage.
based in Cambridge, Mass., was
help the church address the issue of
Several dozen companies and among the first major companies to
homosexuality.
universities throughout the United offer domestic benefit coverage, now
"It does provide the seminary com—
States — mostly those that are self—
available at many of the newer com—
munity with a realistic and open frame—
insured — offer their homosexual
puter software and high—technology
work for living within the tension
employees the same benefits they
companies.
produced by the discontinuity between
offer heterosexual employees.
Polly Laurelchild Hertig, an inter—
the teaching of the Episcopal Church
At Dartmouth, Roger Brock, di—
national marketing specialist for Lo—
and the experience of many of its mem—
~ rectorof human resources, said eight
tus, is one of three women who helped
bers in the area of human sexuality,"
people signed up as domestic part—
develop the program, looking among
he said.
ners for medical benefits at a cost to other places to Ben & Jerry‘s Ice
General Theological Seminary,
the college of $9,124.
Cream in Vermont for guidance. Lo—
founded in 1817, is the only Episcopal
"Hardly a significant amount of tus implemented it in 1991.
f
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seminary in which some of the
trustees are elected by the church‘s
policy—making body, the General
Convention.
:
Homosexuality has been a con—
tentious issue in the Episcopal
Church. At the last General Con—
vention in 1991, delegates passed
a resolution affirming "that the
teaching of the Episcopal Church
is that physical sexual expression
is appropriate only within the life—
long monogamous ‘union of hus—
band and wife in heart, body and
mind.""
Efforts to raise the church‘s op—
position to the ordination of homo—
sexuals to the status of canon law
have failed,and church spokesman
James Solheim said about a dozen
bishops have ordained homosexual
clergy.
The new policy was prompted
in part by a Lesbian professor who
filed a complaint with the New
York City Commission on Human
Rights after being told that living
with her partner in seminary hous—
ing violated school policy. The
complaint had not been settled
when the trustees approved the new

Crossdressers and

by Barbara Jean
._ The following is an articlewhich
is scheduled to appear in Powder
and Pearls a newsletter of/ﬁte
transgender community.
"In Germany first they came for
the Communists and I did not speak
up for I was not a Communist. Then
_ they came for the Jews and I didn‘t
speak up for I was not a Jew. They
came for the Trade Unionists, and I
did not speak up for I was not a Trade
Unionist. They came again for the
Catholics, and I did not speak up for
I was not a Catholic. And then they
came for me and by that time there
was no one left to speak up against
them." Martin Niemoeller, a
Lutheran Minister during the era of
Nazi Germany, is attributed with the
above quote.
Hi girls, this is Barbara back with
another Insight. The above quote has
been published many and many a
time, and yet how easily do we of
society tend to forget the message
that Rev. Niemoeller was convey—
ing in his words. While reading some
of my crossdresser magazines and
newsletters, I noticed one where a
sister was advocating that we of the
gender community discontinue our
association with the Gay commu—

Gays

nity.
For years people have acquainted
crossdressing as a Gay thing. Those
who would advocate that we sever
any association with the Gays feel
that in doing so, society in general
will be more accepting of the
crossdresser and crossdressing. In re—
ality I seriously doubt that will be
the case, rather we of the gender
community will feel the full blunt
of their prejudices.
What ties do we of the gender
community have with the Gay com—
munity? OK, many of us go to the
Gay bars and nightclubs; some
groups will meet in a place that is
provided by the Gay community;
some of us will rally behindthe
cause of the Gays; some of our
magazines are oriented toward the
Gay crossdresser while others will
print news of Gay issues. Intended
or not, the alliance between the Gay
community and the gender commu—
nity has been a good one.
Is society more homophobic than
it was five or 10 years ago? I think
not, but rather in light of many Gay
issues now being brought to the pub—
lic eye, like the Gays, homophobia
has now simply come out of the
closet.
As a heterosexual person, I ad—
mit that I myself am somewhat irked

when a person‘s first question to me more than just a community, but
is, "Are you Gay?" when they are have also become a political lobby,
informed of my membership in the and one that is gaining power all
gender community. I am irked es— the time. It is because of this po—
pecially in light of the fact that in litical lobby that many of the anti—
almost all surveys of crossdressers quated laws have been repealed,
the findings are that only aboutfive including
laws
against
percent of us are in fact Gay. (Stud— crossdressing. And while many
ies also show that only about five antiquated laws still do exist, most
percent of the general population is of them simply are not enforced.
Gay.) We have gone on talk shows, (Let‘s face it, police today have
addressed college classes, and done much more important things to
many other things in a effort to edu— worry about.) As laws against
cate the public about the gender Gays are repealed, so too are laws
community. One would hope that by against crossdressing. In this
now the general public would real— sense, the association that society
ize that few of us are in fact Gay.
makes between Gays and mem—
I feel that we of the gender com— bers of the gender community is
munity should not sever ties, but beneficial to us.
rather we should strengthen our ties
I have always believed that we
with the Gay community. In the past — of the gender community were just
we have reaped the benefits of all one better than society as a whole,
the battles that the Gays have fought. that we have been more accepting
Twenty years ago even in the big cit— of people of difference, that we are
ies one had to be very cautious when a community of love and not hate.
going out in public. There was the Any attempt to sever ties with the
fear that you could actually be ar— Gay community does nothing
rested simply for crossdressing. I do more than show that we are in re—
remember one sister in Chicago who ‘ality no better than the general so—
was pulled over for making a U—turn ciety. That we are just as
and then hauled to jail simply be— prejudiced, and just as willing to
cause she was crossdressed. Today exercise those prejudices. There is
I think that is something that we need far too much hate in our world to—
only worry about in a very small day. We of the gender community
town. Even there charges would be have the ability to show society
dropped.
that we can show love for our fel—
Today the Gays have become low man, love without bias. I

firmly
believe
thatgreatest
showingtoolsuchin
love
can
be
the
changingprejudicial
viewsofsoci—
ety.Likemanyofyougirls,
I tooam —
aveteranofVietNam.Thiswasper—
hapsAmerica‘smostunpopularwar.
Many believed
that we did not be—
long,thati
t
wasnotourfighttofight.
Ibelievethati
t ofwasourfightjustas
much
as
that
the Vietnamese
people.
By
participating
we have
showntheworldthatweareavoice
tobereckonedwith,thatwewillnot
idlystandbywhentherei
s injustice.
Alsoincomingouttotheaidofoth—
ersbuildalliesforthatdaythattheop—
who are oppressed, we tend to
pressorcomestoourfrontdoor.
First,we speak
they came
foror willthe Gays...
Will
out
,
we re—
mainsilent?Andthentheycamefor
thecrossdressers...Youdecidehow
toendtheepitaph.
Well, that is all for this month,
girls.Dotakecareandstaysweet.I
loveeachandeveryoneofyouout
there.
As Isaid,withtheGayand
I take pride inLesbian
my as—
sociation
communityandIbelievethatIspeak
theMTGA.DuringGayPrideWeek,we
same for all the members of
plan
to celebrate
it alongand withthe
members
of
the
Gay
Lesbian
communitytoshowoursupportfor
theGay community.
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Happy HourDaily — 11 AM to 7 PM
OPEN
11 AM to 3 AM Sunday thru Thursday
24 Hours Friday and Saturday

BEERBUST
Tuesday —5 PM — 9 PM
Thursday —S PM — 9 PM
Sunday — Noon — 5 PM

Bartenders
Nancy Stevens + Mattie MaeSanchez — Ronnie Sue — Sam Graves

+

Cookout Every Sunday
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4 PMtill 7 PM
FREE —
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Mid—Town Hair*
P & H—Cafe*
Squash Blossom*
Star Search Video
Sweetpea‘s
Tobacco Corner*

Cleveland St.

Kemleq yuon|

Vintage Fashions & Furnishings
We buy, sell or trade

Holy Trinity Church
Lambda Center*
Lavender Earth
Library*
MGLCC*
Meristem*

(8
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"Elegance For Less"
2018 Court (in Midtown Flea Market)
Hours: 9:00 — 5:00 Fri., Sat., Sun.

N. Claybrook

©

. Paris Theatre*
TJN Distribution Sites

any

Uypsy‘s

Bellevue

Businesses and
Other Points of Interest
Bookstar*
Botanica
Cafe Samovar
Circuit
Playhouse*
Dabbles
Friends
for Life*
Fusion/ Lederwerx*
Gypsy}
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Clubs and Bars
Amnesia
Apartment Club
Chaps
Club Hide—A—Way
Construction Site
J—Wag‘s
Nikita‘s
Oops
. Pipeline
. Reflections
. The Hut
. WKRB
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Louisiana State Supreme Court

—

Hears Sodomy Case
By Jimmy Golen
Associated Press Writer
BATON ROUGE, La. (AP) —
A lawyer told the Louisiana Su—
preme Court on Jan. 14 that it should
overturn the state‘s Crimes Against
Nature Act because it discriminates
against homosexuals.
"The real purpose of the sodomy
law is to brand us Lesbian and Gay
citizens as inferior," New Orleans
attorney John Rawls said.
"It makes every Gay and Lesbian
in this statean unindicted felon and
brands us as second—class citizens.
It puts us in a terrible, terrible hole
and we will never get out of it until
the law is thrown away." —
>
John Baxley was accused of of—
fering an undercover policeman $20
for oral sex. Ratherthan charge him
with solicitation, a misdemeanor,
authorities charged him under the
Crimes Against MBture Act, which

makes sodomy a felony.
Mark Pethke, an attorney for the
Orleans Parish District Attorney,
said Baxley‘s right to privacy did not
include such actions.
"He‘s not in a bedroom, he‘s on
a street corner soliciting sex," he
said. "... On a public street, no pri—
vacy interest is involved."
But Chief Justice Pascal
Calogero said: "He wasn‘t attempt—
ing to have sex on the street corner,
was he?"
"He was soliciting sex," Pethke
replied.
— Some of the justices wanted to
know why he wasn‘t charged with
solicitation. Pethke said it was a mis—
take.
Grover Joseph Rees, a lawyer
who filed a brief on behalf of the
Knights of Columbus and the Chris—
tian Coalition, said lawmakers could
have included sexual privacy in the
1974 constitution but they didn‘t

want to.
Rawls conceded that the case was °
not about privacy, saying it was less
like the U.S. Supreme Court‘s abor—
tion ruling in Roe vs. Wade than ra—
cial discrimination cases like the one
in Virginia that banned interracial
marriages.
"This is a civil rights case. Make
no doubt about it," Rawls said. "And
it‘s my obligation on behalf of
100,000 Gay and Lesbian citizens of
this state to make you aware of that. _
... I will go anywhere you tell me to
get this abominable law thrown out
to get some measure ofcitizenship for
Gays and Lesbians."
Pethke said statistics show the law
was not used to discriminate against
homosexuals.
The court, which usually sits in
New Orleans, heard the case during
special observances at the Southern
University Law Center.

Councilman Spoils Chance To Make Peace;
Renews Anti—Gay Commentary

By Kelly P Kissel _
Associated Press Writer

upset over complaintsabout Gay
men having sex in two parks. "You
should shoot half of them anyway,"
he said..
Gays were upset the council

didn‘t censurehim and became more
agitated when Boris decried federal
spending for AIDS research because
he said homosexuals "are getting
what they deserve."

WILKES—BARRE, Pa. (AP) —
The mood was perfect for a city
councilman to retract his anti—Gay
remarks.
Three hours of lectures about Anti—Litter Sign Posted By
homophobia and pleas for peace, un—
derstanding and healing.
Gay Group Removed
Then Al Boris apologized for the
AUBURN, Ala. (AP) —The Au—
Since it received its charter at Au——
second time for saying Gay men who
burn Gay and Lesbian Association‘s burn University in 1991, the associa—
have sex in city parks should be shot.
anti—litter campaign suffered a setback tion has faced fierce opposition.
He questioned why no one be—
when someone stole their Adopt—A—
In recent months, its Adopt—A—Mile
lieved him the first time. As he kept
Mile sign just two hours after it was effort sparked some controversy on the _
talking, it became clear.
"It seems the park has been mo— — installed on 12—foot poles. It took a year Auburn University campus, particularly
because the group would be overseeing
nopolized by the homosexuals," to get two signs placed in Auburn.
"We‘re frustrated, of course," said a stretch of road near the KappaAlpha
Boris said at the Jan. 13 council
John Bales, chairman of the group‘s fraternity, which until last year had
meeting. He referred to "semen all
service committee. "No one expected staged the controversial Old South pa—
over the place."
|
rade each spring.
:
Boris repeated suggestions that. it would be taken in the daylight."
The association offered a $100 re—
But the group‘s efforts to keep the
Wilkes—Barre‘s Gay men recruit re—
ward for information about the stolen
community‘s streets clean met with
tarded people for sex and said the
media hides homosexuals‘ "deadly sign. The group also reported the theft numerous roadblocks and delays.
to Auburn police.
Bales, a math professor at Tuskegee
activities" behind the cloak of civil
A city crew put up two signs Fri— University, said the association selected —
rights.
day, one near the Kappa Alpha frater—
its mile in January 1993 and paid $123
The feel—good mood was gone,
nity house and the second across from for the two signs in February.
destroyed less than two minutes into
Auburn High School. The signs indi—
He was told it would take four to six
Boris‘ speech. The crowd of 125
cate the mile that the association had weeks to have the signs made by the
shouted him down twice.
Alabama Department ofTransportation
In the end, even Boris‘ colleagues pledged to keep free oflitter.
Bales said association members and installed by a city crew.
abandoned him, voting to adjourn
had planned an all—night vigil to watch
Cheryl Gladden, the volunteer co—
before he finished speaking.
If voters want to abandon Boris, the sign near the fraternity house be— ordinator for Adopt—A—Mile in Auburn,
cause of fears it might be stolen. But, said that when she took over the pro—
they‘ll have to wait until 1995, when
by 3:45 p.m., the sign already was gram last March she discovered that the
his term expires.
gone.
application had not been sent to Mont—
Speaking for her husband, Lucy
"This was part of our visibility ef— gomery for approval.
Ann Boris said he doesn‘t plan to
She said she then sent it in early April
resign. No mechanism exists for city fort," Bales said of the Adopt—A—Mile
program. "In all of the hullabaloo, and told Bales it should be ready for in—
voters to recall elected officials.
Hard feelings first surfaced at a people seemed to forget that we are a stallation withinsix weeks. On Jan. 20,
the signsfinally arrived.
Dec. 21 council meeting. Boris was service organization."
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The Social

Butterfly

We have discovered so many fas—
cinating things to do in the coming
_ months we have decided, as a pub—
lic service of course, to publish as
many major events in Memphis as
we have wind of. It is amazing that
these events do not seem to conflict
with one another. How organized we
have become (and how winded are
we going to be!). We must remem—
ber to buy new shoes.
But first....
Cut the Sweet Talk
Department
We have really grown more than
weary (even taking into consider—
ation that we are not a regular at—
tendee at any location) ofthe "Make
Some Noise"ritual. The one flaw in
the benefit at Amnesia, in an other—
wise splendid show, was the 15 min—
utes wasted by this hostess insisting
that the crowd "Make Some Noise"
and holding up the entire proceed—
ings until, just to get her off stage,
noise was made.
Dear MCs and DJ‘s. If you will
welcome us, your audience, and go
ahead and send on the first act, per—
former or song, we will very likely
— get excited and "Make Some Noise"
because we have enjoyed ourselves.
Did it ever occur to any of you that
the reason there is no noise is that
the crowd is not ready to "Make
Some Noise". That may be because
we have not yet been entertained. If
one DJ, of whom we are otherwise
very fond, insists that we "Make
Some Noise" more than twice in an
evening (or as least be specific: ap—
plaud, yee—hah, ask for an encore

_

etc.) we may curtail our monetary
appreciation. The business at this
benefit was truly going too far for
Memphis audiences and it didn‘t in—
crease tips one iota.
While we are tirading, we wish
that this first—name—last —name—initial
business would be banned from all
print media. We understand the still—
tenuous nature of certain people‘s
out—ness but the first—name—last—
name—initial is blatant fear at 10—
point Times Roman. First names are
ok or none at all. It is also difficult
to understand why perfectly ordinary
pastimes, such as sports or dancing,
must entail this subterfuge. These
things can be explainedaway easily
if necessary (God knows we grow
up knowing how) but if one is not
involved in fetish or highly esoteric
behaviour for Heaven‘s sake be
proud of what you do.
« _So there.
Stuff We Did Too Long For
—
This Column
(stuff, not People, Sue Carol)
Tracy Alé benefit show—
see pg. 8
Village People Concert—
see pg. 29
—
Transgender Person responds to
Lady A.—see pg. 21
TN Leather Tribe—see pg. 8
——
We have been ever so slightly
busy.
_ Bits and Pieces Department
Paul Kennedy informs us that
Clark Hilliard‘s many friends and —
acquaintances should be informed of

his passing last Nov. in SF, CA, of
AIDS complications.
Warm fuzzy of the month goes
to Tommy Hill whose foresight and
early arrival got his Tsarus brothers—
to—be and moi balcony seats over—
looking the stage at 6—1—6 for the
Village People Concert. You
shoulda gone and we wish we had
found out about it before we went _
to press last month.
Would you buy a queer Mem—
phis cookbook? If you would,
mention it to Widow McCain
and it just might happen.
Alliance will hold a club
night at the Pipeline on Feb. 12;
Tsarus, ditto on Feb. 19.
The Pipeline will hold its first
Full Moon party in quite a while
on Feb. 26. We are.still waiting to
be introduced to the newest beef be—
hind the counter..er..bartender be—
hind the bar. We also hear that "In
the Navy" gets played there a lot
more often now. We understand that
the bars are now no longer officially
off limits to persons stationed in
Millington. Still! Do not allow your—
self to be used by any military in—
quiry to entrap a serviceperson. Just
giggle to yourself and don‘t let on
without the person‘s permission.
Dee Dee Whitaker will host her
3rd annual King and Queen of
Hearts benefit at WKRB on Feb. 13.
Couples are sponsored by groups,
businesses and individualsandthe
titles are bestowed to the pair with
the most contributions in their name,
dollarwise. There will be an auction
and the beneficiary will be the Holy
Trinity AIDS Ministry.
Welcome to the district to Holy
Trinity! Now even easier to locate it

2nd Annual

Mardi

Gras

Ball

—

may be found across the street from
WKRB (or the P&H, depending on
your evening‘s preference) and
down the street from the MGLCC.
A complete account will appear in
next month‘s paper.
Memphis Pride will hold a Spa—
g he t t i

of moi.
Of course, the Pipeline will hold
its regular celebration from the 11th
to the 15th. The King Cake will be
cut and Louisiana cuisine will be
served on the 15th tojazz accompa—
niment. Decorations will be up the
—week before and packages for the
15th will be available shortly.

Much as we enjoy this estab—
lishment, the code of attire
policy has reared its unpleas—
ant head again. When the
doorman remarked, "We
don‘t need you drag queens
in here" on New Year‘s Eve
he certainly didn‘t realize that
he was speaking to regular
pool tournament customers
who had elected to celebrate
their anniversary in costume.
On the other hand, they had not
seen any posting of policy. Perhaps
Fundraiser at MGLCC on Feb. 26 it should be posted again and we will
from 4 to 6 pm. All you can eat for here state that costume is welcomed
$5, with trimmings. Benefits local at Hallowe‘en, Mardi Gras and dur—
Pride events. If anyone is interested ing some Pipeline fundraisers. Our
in volunteering or contributing, next personal opinion is well known but
meeting is Feb. 5, in the morning at it has not kept us?!) appreciating
MGLCC.
the work involved in providing en—
For those interested in riding a tertaining events year round.
bus to NYC for the Stonewall 25
celebrations, the new Volunteer
Lady Astor‘s Handy
State Pride, Inc., is making those
Community Calendar
arrangements. Details at Meristem,
(suitable for refrigerator
MGLCC and Mid—Town Hair.
posting)
We do have to acknowledgethe Feb. 5—MGLCC Mardi Gras Ball,
new Tennessee Leather Tribe for
Flower Market
asking us to be a charter member. Feb. 12—Holy Trinity Valentine‘s
We were immensely flattered and
Dinner, Holy Trinity
gratified but declined. We do notjoin Feb. 13—King and Queen of Hearts
individual clubs because we cannot
Benefit, WKRB
commit the time necessary to be in— Mar. 9—Tsarus Man of the Year
volved in anything but this paper,
Banquet, WKRB
pride events and church. But thank Mar.—Aphrodite Benefit
you all the same.
—
Mar. 18—20—SPIT Bowling Tour—
RIP—Chaps, as of Feb. 14 (a
nament, Various locations
party will take place)
Mar. 18—20—Southern Country
Blessed Events—501 Club open—
Annual Hoe—Down, Reflections
ing at that location in March.
Apr. 10—Friends For Life Annual
David Bulliner will be concen—
Auction, Cook Convention Cen—
trating his efforts in the Construc—
ter
tion Site.
se May 13—15—Tsarus AIDA Run,
Congratulations to the winners of
Middle Tenn.
Grand Diva ofMemphis, Miss New— June 11—Pride Expo (afternoon)
comer and Miss Tri—State. _
Annual River Ride (evening)
Tiffany Ariegus will be perform— June 12—Pride Parade and Rally
ing her much—touted impressionsat June 25—26—Stonewall 25th anni—
two shows, Feb. 10 & 11 at Reflec—
versary, NYC
tions. ,
§
and variouspageants not sched—
uled and sundry benefits yet to come.

~Flower Market
1523 Union Avenue
Saturday, Feb.

8:00 PM

5

Q&

‘.
A

Mardi Gras Department
This year it is happening twice!
:
Final Round
Feb. 5 will be the second MGLCC
The slogan of this year‘s Mem—
Mardi Gras Ball. Costumes arewel— phis Pride is Creating Change Here
come (expected, really) and will be & Now. _
judged. Volunteers are still being
Wanna give it a shot?
sought to help. The ad is below and
the only thing missing are the names
Ta, ta.
of the King and Queen which are a
Lady A.
secret that not even sex will get out

$10 donation in advance — $15 donation at the door
Proceeds benefit the
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Center
Formal Attire or Costume Suggested
dvance tickets available at Meristem, Mid—Town Hair, Star Search Video and MGLCC
on. fust A———
ghilo h: G1QqOSOA SAGE

FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
United Church of Christ 234 S.Watkins 278—6786
An Open and Affirmin
Sunday School 10 AM

Congregation.
orship 11 AM

The Triangle Journal News wel—
comes letters from its readers. Let—
ters should be as short as possible
and signed. Anonymous letters will
not be printed, but. names may be
withheld on request. Send your let—
ters to: TriangleJournalNews, P.O.
Box 11485, Memphis, TN 3811—
0485.

and Lesbian community.

phone. While you can get a couple

To show you my personal feel—
ing about the

—

association

of publications in the front room, all

between

pamphlets and other newsletters are

the Gay community and the gender

only obtained in the library. We have

community, I have included
my In—

many books in the library and have

sight Column which is schedul
ed to

several

donated

every

TENNESSEE

month.

appear in this month‘s Powder
and >

Vincent Astor does a great job main—

Pearls. (See page 15)

taining the library, butit is used less

Phone Personals

then any library we have had since
Center

the start of the center.

Gender

As for the bulletin

Criticized

Community Is

boards, the

To Everyone Concerned:
organizational meetings, fundraisers.

More Than Drag

If you only date hunky models, we

front two large boards are only for

I

just

re—read

Allen

Cook‘s

may not be your best bet. We

The two small bulletin boards next
"Viewpoint" column on the Mem—
to the kitchen or the small board in

Dear Lady A.,
phis Gay and Lesbian Community
don‘t do fantasy. We do offer
the library are for announcements
Hello, my name is Barbara Jean, Center and all I have to say is "Right
from person to person. If you want
president of the Memphis Trans— on."
;
to rent a room or are looking for a
hundreds of "talking
Gendered Alliance. I wish to thank
I have received calls and had
job, you have to hope that people are
you for the fine comments that you
people stop by the center and com—
interested enough to go to the back
personals" from REAL
had made concerning MTGA in
plain to me about being pushed away
of the center.
:
your column in the January issue of from the center, the elitist attitudes
Volunteers? We are down to four
Triangle Journal News.
of board members, the fact that the
guys of all ages, faces, _
or five regulars that we can depend
One thing thatyou failed to make center is not for the community, but
on? Why have we lost so many vol—
mention of in your column though
only for certain members of the com—
physical types and
unteers, why have they been driven
is the other groups that are a part of munity.
away? We have lost several very
the gender community. Actually the _
In the column the president of the
dedicated people, and not just from
preferences. If you‘re
gender community consists of three center is quoted as sayingt he center
burnout?
types of people: crossdressers who
is more successful then ever be—
Board members? Out of 11 board
realistic about
occasionally will dress in the attire
fore—I think NOT. The original
members we have three and at times
of the opposite sex, transgenderist,
center was an interior decorator‘s
four that show up for board meet—
who live and dress full time in the disaster. But it was well used. It was
meeting men,
ings. Where are the others? Some
role of the opposite sex; and the a center for the whole community,
time in the last year or so the provi—
transsexuals, who cannot be content
not just a specific few. We had two
then give —
sion in the by—laws was thrown out
until their bodies are surgically al—
rap groups a month. We had organi—
about missing three meetingsand be—
tered to be congruent with their psy— zations outside the center using the
ing dismissed. Several of our board
us a call!
chological sex. Memphis Trans—
space. We had board members who
members have never been to a board.
Gendered Alliance exists for the sup—
were involved with the center and
meetingsince beingelected,orhave—
| ———
port of all members of the gender not just wanting their names listed —
graced our presence with one meet—
community.
i
as board members.
ing (since August). The center is not
You are so correct in stating that
We had a pool of about 60 vol—
min
run by the board as we don‘t have
1.95/
$
4
Must
be
18;
many, actually most, crossdressers
Touch—tone
4
unteers to staff the center, most only
94 , P.O. Box 19149, Wash., DC 20036
86Required;PEI
one; it‘s not run by the community;
are not members of the Gay com— working once a month or every other
900—1
1
it‘s run only by a few hard working
munity, butare heterosexual, or to
month. At one time we had approxi—
people who decide to take time out
some degree bi—sexual. While not a
mately $5—6 thousand in the bank,
of their busy social and work sched—
member of the Gay community, I
we had a small but well—used library
ules to make a meeting and make the
personally take pride in being asso—
of books and magazines for people
decisions that affect all of us at the
ciated with the Gay and Lesbian
to read at the center or sign out. Our
center.
community. I believe that the asso—
board meetings werewell attended
I say stop complaining. It isn‘t
ciation that the gender community
and rather vocal. We had problems
K. A. Moss, M.S.
doing any good to complain to me;
has had with the Gay community has with board members missing meet—
the board doesn‘t listen to just me.
been a good one and I, for one,
ings and put into the by laws that if
It takes more voices; it takes people
would like to see it continue. and
someone missed three meetings in a
"Dealing With Gay & Lesbian
with guts to stand up and complain
flourish. TRI ESS is the largest and
row, they were terminated from the
_
to those that run the center. Come
Life Issues"
the oldest organization for cross—
board and elections were held to fill
to the Board Meetings and com—
_|_
dressers and it is open only to the
that position. We also elected 11
plain. With enough people, enough ._
heterosexual crossdresser. However board members and let them choose
complaints, maybe the board will fi— —
when Colorado passed Amendment who would fill the top four positions.
nally listen. If you want the center
2, TRI ESS moved it‘s 1993
Video nights were busy, rap groups
to be more than just a "pretty face,"
Holliday en femme from Denverto were well attended, board meetings
if you want the center to be more
Hollywood, Calif. While they said were well attended and at times very
Midtown Counseling Center
responsive to the total community...
the reason was for the security of the vocal.
1835 Union Ave., Suite 101 —
including those the board deems
members, 1 feel that the move was
But all that has changed. When
(901) 726—4586
"undesirable,"if you want the com—
also a show of support for the Gay
we originally looked at the new lo—
munity center to become a drop—in
community in its quest for freedom cation, we talked about having the
—
space again, come to the meeting on
and equal rights.
front room (or alcove) being the
February 4th at 6pm and make your
_
Unlike the TRI ESS organization
space for the volunteer to staff from,
voice heard. If you can‘t come to the
and some groups, we at the Mem— as that space would be the most used
board meetings and complain, don‘t
phis TransGendered Alliance do not on a daily basis, for people coming
waste my time complaining; it won‘t
discriminate against anyone simply
in to pick up newspapers, check out
do any good. The board doesn‘t lis—
because of their sexual orientation the bulletin board, place announce—
ten to just one voice, but will listen
or their sexual identity. We only ask ments on the bulletin board. But it
to several voices.
that our members do conduct them—
didn‘t end up that way. The front
._
They will listen to you if you have
selves as a lady should conduct her— space was set up only as a "pretty
the nerve, the guts to make your
self while in public.
space" to be looked at through the
voice heard. Come and join us.
As for the Mary Kay makeup front window and not to be a func—
John Prowett
class that was held at our meeting tional room. The staffperson oper—
(I have been involved with the
on January 22nd, I wish to make it
ates the center from the back kitchen.
center since its inception.)
perfectly clear that this class was
If they are up front talking to some—
Atleast afewpeople realized that
open to anyone that wished to attend. one or in the TV room, they have to
I walked a reallyfine line in writing
This includes members of the Gay
run to the kitchen to respond to the
[aft month‘s editorial.
k B vA ACX woul thA‘JA,»1 +
m‘
- _.

Sliding Scale

As a member of the board of the

Community Center, I think I can
see

both sides ofthe issue. I want it clear

that I do not agree with everything

Mr. Prowett is saying, although I do

agree with some ofhis observations.

The Center is what its leadership

wants it to be. Ifyou think that needs

to be changed, there are mechanisms

by which to do that.

Right now,

be lacking in some areas that some

people view as critical. It can be rea—

sonably

A

L

argued

more people

in

that

programs, more people will sample
the Center and decide to become
in—
volved.

It is through

ment by people

by

bringing

increased involve—

who

care,

that the

Center will continue to evolve and

grow.‘Ipersonally do not
see recent
developments as steps backward.

However, I, too, would like to see

more

the Center seems to

Fees

involvement,

members and those

nity—without

Center

it,

could die.

both

in

the

by

board

the commu—

Community

And that

would

really be a shame.

during structured
—Allen __.}
*P

His house was in a working class neigh—
borhood, not far from Memphis State. A dog
barked and scratched at the back fenceas we
got our of our cars.
_ _Alone in
"Shut the fuck up, Buddy!" Jack kicked the
fence, and the barking stopped. But I could
By Michael Schlefelbeln
hear the dog panting.
— Jake unlocked the door and punched in the
Second of three parts
security code when the alarm system started —
to bleep. He took my coat, and tossed it on a
After breaking up with his lover in Wash— them and they whizzed over to Andy. It turned
Naughahyde armchair.
ington, D.C., Paul Saxon takes a job with an out they were two of his best friends,just back
"Have a seat," he said. "I gotta take a piss."
ad agency in Memphis. After months ofdes— from a costume party at Marvin‘s, a kind of
The living room was chilly. 1 sat in a re—
perate loneliness, he noticesan attractiveman social maverick of a bar that threw anticipa—
cliner by the heat register and rubbed my arms.
tory parties. Marvin‘s had a pre—Christmas
at Stallion‘s, a midtown bar.
The blonde trim and hardwood floor were typi—
party in November, a pre—Thanksgiving party
cal 1950s, and the aquamarine sectional couch
in October, etcetera. Jack and Denny had just
"I‘m Paul," I said
and the drapes designed with abstract shapes
"Andy." He stuckout his hand and I shook won second place at Marvin‘s pre—Halloween
looked like the original furnishings. Jake later
Party. First place had gone to a straight couple
it.
told me that the house had belonged to his
"It‘s really crowded in here." I sipped ner— who came as Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers
parents, until they retired and moved back to
— she was Fred, and he was Ginger.
vously from my cup.
Kentucky, their home state. One wall dis—
"Sounds like they should declare a mlstnal
Andy said something, but I couldn‘t hear
played two deer heads and a mountedblue fish.
because k.d. lang‘s refrain boomed from the or something," Andy said.
Hotrod magazines cluttered the coffee table,
"Tell me about it." Jack, well over six feet
speaker. "What?"
along with various remote controls, and a
in his skates, steadied himself against the bar
"Drag show tonight."
greasy bowl of unpopped kernels.
and ordered a bourbon and coke. Sweat ran
"Oh, that explains it."
The beer had started to wear off a bit, and I
._ Andy, I discovered, was a man of few down his temples and his bare back.
was felling drowsy and wishing that I could
"Who‘s this?" Danny said. He was not
words, which made me both nervous and at—
climb into my own bed and sleep. But when
tracted. He didn‘t need to speak to feel com— much taller than me, even in skates. His hair,
the
toilet flushed, I sat up and posed for Jake.
fortable. I liked that, but I couldn‘t take the permed on top, was clipped short on the sides.
He came in several minutes later without his
"I‘m Paul Corey."
long pauses, so I filled them with some pretty
shirt, a chain pinned to his nipples. He slapped
"Danny Girten. Happy to meet you."
silly banter. Sometimes I had to skip from one
a strap across one hand.
As I shook his hand, he started rolling to—
subject to another to keep the conversation
"We gonna have some fun!" he said. His
moving, even at the risk oflooking like a bab— ward me and latched on to Andys arm to stop
eyes were blurry, like he was on something..
himself.
bler, especially compared to him.
I shot up out of the chair.
"Whoa, Nelly!" Andy said.
The guys seated closest to the door sud—
in
long
distance
relationships.
Besides
we
re—
He touched my shoulder. "Hey man, this.
Danny smirked. He leaned towards me and
denly roared, and in skated a bearded couple
is for fun. I‘m not into serious pain. Just love _
ally
haven‘t
been
together
long
enough
to
be
in leotards and tutus. People cleared a path for put his hand to his mouth confidentially. an ‘us‘.> 3»
pats." He slapped my butt and drew me to him.
wasn‘t dumpingme,I knew. Hewas He gave me the most incredible kiss I‘d ever >
being honest. Evenbefore we deepkissed, he had, then started undressing me.
Very gently, he led me by the hand down a
told me he was HIV positive. And when I con— _
fessed my infatuation for him, he told me dark hallway into a bedroomilluminated by
straight out that he didn‘t have my "intensity" the fluorescent bulb of a gurgling aquarium.
about the relationship. But honest or not, I felt The room smelled rank. We stepped over piles
(j like I was being dumped. Tome, we had defi— of clothes and dirty dishes. In a poster above
the bed, the Soloflex model preened on the
nitely be an "us."
After he left, I brooded and wept for days. workout berich in his bulging trunks.
Once Jake deposited me on the unmade
It took practically nothing to get tears rolling,
sometimes a TV commercial for the cologne bed, he drew a pair of handcuffs from the bed —
.
A Dateline Service Designed to
Andy wore, sometimes setting a single place table. I pulled away.
"Just for fun, remember. See, they come
Help Gay Men and Lesbians Meet
at the table and watching over a TV dinner in.
the microwave. It wasn‘t long before I started undone." He clocked the cuffs open. He
hitting the bars, usually a different one every straddled me and, positioning my arms above
Other Singles and Couples
night, depending on which one was offering my head, secured my wrists.
— Begin by calling
The strap stung, but didn‘t cut into me. And
the beer bust. My ears rang every day from
the blasting speakers and I woke up practi— & the tickling and pinching and nibbling were
cally every morning with a pounding at the excrtmg for the most part. But after a while
base ofmy head from the beer. But I kept at it my arms ached, and I would have said some—
1—800—375—3067
like a trooper, becoming expert at inventing thing, except he started really making love to
excuses for my poor ad sketches or misplaced me, they way I would have wanted the ideal
To receive a FREE voice mail box and to place
files. The best excuse was that my grandfa— loverto do. He took me, his sinewy body merg—
your personal ad. Just call and follow the simpleinstructions.
ther back in Nebraskakept me up nights talk— ing with mine.
It‘s the start to finding the right companion.
After I‘d reached a climax, he kissed me
ing on the phone about my grandmother‘s
Alzheimer‘s disease. My grandparents were hard, unlatched me and handed.—me the strap.
"No, I can‘t do it."
dead.
"Sure you can, babe. Fuck. You won’t hurt
Then the night before Thanksgiving, feel—
C
oo
op
op
op
ep
¢;
ing sorry for myself because I wasn‘t going me." He nuzzled his face against my ear.
I followed his instructions, striking harder
back to the Midwest to be with my family, I
Then, to check your mailbox and retrieve your messages
met a guy named Jake at Stallion‘s. Flattered and harder, trying not to think about what I
that he had approached me, especially because was doing. He moaned — over some dark fan—
or just browse other ads call:
he had a great physique and a nice face,I tasy, I knew, not‘me. I wasn‘t even in the room
warmed
up to him. By the time we had three with him. When he finished, he passed out,
1—900—678—0621
or four beers, I found out he was a foreman at without even cleaning up. Kneeling over him
$1.98/minute
a construction company, that his Fundamen— on the bed, I surveyed the marks on his back —
talist parents had disowned him when he was and examined my own red arms and chest. The
Narionar Sincirs DATELINE Recovery Connzrcrions DatruiN®E
nineteen (he was thirty—eight now), and that aquarium gurgled merrily away. I found my
For Those in Recovery» All Lifestyles
All Lifestyles Represented
he had slept with his choir director in junior clothes and went home.
1—900—562—4444
1—900—438—5807
At the office the next morning, I was work—
high. He talked directly into my ear because
$1.98/minute 18+
$1.98/minute 18+
ing
on an ad campaign for Cameron, a local
of
the
music,
his
razor
stubble
grazing
my
Place personals FREE @1—800—436—2248 7
Place personals FREE @1—800—436—2249
cheek. He finally put his arm around me and college struggling to increase its enrollment.
AR—TE Connection Datehnes + Memphis, TN * 18+ Years
asked me to go home with him.
Continued on next page
4
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"Watch out for this one."
Danny had a good point. Within a week of
meeting him, I was smitten with Andy. He was
in marketing too and I called him every day
when he wasn‘t out of town doing a survey.
Being reasonable and probably unsmitten by
me, he phoned me a couple of times a week.
We went out every weekend. He had great taste
in restaurants. We had French at Paulette‘s,
Tex—Mex at Cafe Olé, dessert at the Peabody
Hotel. Most ofthe time, he invited Jack and
Denny along. You can imagine my feelings
about that, although I liked them, and they
seemed to genuinely like me. Danny even
started clipping coupons for the brand of ce—
real I ate (which he discovered after inspect—
ing my cupboard one evening).
Our foursome lasted for over two months,
when Andy decided to take a job in Seattle.
We had slept together, of course. That could
explain my sense of abandonment when he
told me he was leaving, but I doubtit. I would
have felt the same after one date with him. He
put his house on the market, brought in mov—
ers, and was on his way to Seattle exactly two
weeks from the day he‘d given notice at his
old company. He stopped at my house before
driving his car across country. He bought me
a potted philodendron.
"Well, what about us?" I said. I had already
bravely listened to his animated description
of an apartment in Seattle that he had found
the weekend before, and of the couple who
had made an offer for the house.
He looked at me a minute. "I don‘t beheve

HS

We‘d won the bid for the PRjob over same, and he
kept looking more out
three other firms. A collage of stu— of his element,
more intimidated by
dent photos lay on my desk —jocks, the Erte pieces
that loomed over him.
. the proper number of minorities, one
Very predictably, he left early,
— girl with a overbite and haunting » kissing me
with no tongue, barely
eyes. Bill, our photographer, was stroking my cordur
oy sleeve. For the
pressing me to make a decision about
hour or more that Ilay in bed that
which ones to use for a brochure we
night before sleeping, I longed for
were doing because he was getting
him. Before work the next morning
sick of returning to campus every
I called him and made a date for Fri—
other day because I wasn‘t satisfied.
day night‘s drag show at Stallion‘s.
But hard as a tried, I couldn‘t con— _
The crowd was thick that night, g
centrate that morning. My arms were
huddling around the dance floor
sore and my wrists so bruised that I
where—Flora Faunette, Miss Mem—
kept my sleeves rolled down. Three phis of 1984, mouthe
dthe words of
cups of coffee hadn‘t clacked my
"That‘s What Friends Are For" in a
headache. Worst of all, every time sequined dress
stretched tightly
the phone rang I hoped it was Jake.
across her butt. Jake stood at the side
"Why the hell did you go home of the stage, cooly
lifting a bill be—
with him?" Danny had asked me on
tween two fingers. Jiggling over to
the phone earlier that morning. "That
him, Flora wrapped her red finger—
fucker could get so highhe‘d do any—
tips around the money and without
thing."
missing a word of the lyrics,
"Is this a lecture? Because ifit is,
squeezed his crotch and let him kiss
I‘d like to put you on hold a few
her sweaty throat. He found me by
hours."
;
the bar, and without any kind of
"Think about this, Paul. Think!
greeting ordered us both a shot, and
What can he give you?"
motioned for me to swallow it. He
"I don‘t know."
had clearly recovered the control lost
"Nothing is the right answer."
at my apartment. "Want me?" he
"Okay. Nothing. Are you satis—
said after a trip to the bathroom and
fied?"
a second shot. I nodded. He led me
"Will you please think about down the dark stairs
and out to his
this?" _
mames
car, parked in a grocery store‘s lot.
I said I would.
He had me go down on him in the
When I got back from lunch, I
back seat. Then he just wanted to
— found a pink memo onmydesk. Call
drive.
Jake, it said.
We headed downtown, circled —
«Jake was very decent that night. the Peabody Hotel
A
to look at a Gay
—__ He came to my apartment. He liked
couple snuggling in horse—drawn
"the.chrome trim on my furniture and
carriage, and sped across the M—
my Erteprints. He thought thegray
shaped bridge leading to Arkansas.
and mauve tulip chairs were "classy" The sky, black compared to
the city
He thumbed through a stack of ads
sky, made it feel as through we were
— I‘d done for ajewelry store, nodding driving into a tunnel and
the stars
his head like he was impressed. He were only shiny minerals
on the ceil—
couldn‘t hide his wonder when I
ing, illuminated by the headlights of
played "Rhapsody in Blue" on the oncoming cars. We must
have gone
piano — even though I had skipped 50 or 60 miles, without talking,
with— —
a whole section.
out heat — probably because of the _
With my pasta primavera we had
alcohol circulating through Jake‘s
a bottle ofOrvieto that I‘d bought in
body — when I finally asked him
Rome the previous Christmas. We where he was going. He pulled the
watched the sun easing toward the
car over and jerked it to a halt. Then
Mississippi as we finished perfect
he hit me with the back of his hand.
little balls of raspberry sorbet that I‘d
I felt something warm on my face,
scooped into silver dishes. But as and realized he must have
cut me
dinner progressed, Jake got quieter with his ring. Stunned, and drunk, I
and quieter and when we‘d finished, started to cry.
he sat on the end of the couch far—
"So, you think you‘re so much
thest away from me. Clasping his fucking better than me,"
he said.
hands over his stomach, he listened "You think because you
got a col—
as I rattled on about my ad campaign lege degree and a house full
of fancy
for Cameron, straining to nod and shit, you can order me around.
" He
act impressed at the right moments. grabbed me by the arm.
I wanted to quit talking because his
"Go to hell," Isaid. I jerked my—
leather boots and the smell of his self loose from his grip.
§
cheap after shave were turning me
"Well, I got a kid. Can you say
on, and he needed a chance to se— that? You got anybody?
I got a kid
_ duce me. But I kept talking all the who worships me like a hero."

Advertise in TIN
AS

"So what." _.
He laughed. "Thatreally gets you
doesn‘t it? You ain‘t got anybody.
And I got a kid. You don‘t need
colege for that, smart ass."
"I don‘t care what you have." I
got out of the car and started walk—
ing along the shoulder.
Jake pulled up alongside of me.
He leaned over and rolled down the

window. "Get in. I‘ll take you
home."
5
"Fuck you."
"I said to get in."
It was too cold and windy to re—
sist. I got in the car, and he took me
back downtown, neither one of us
speaking.
To Be Concluded in
Next Month‘s TJN

Michael Schiefelbeinis an En—
glish instructor at a local univer—
sity andpresident ofthe Memphis
Gay and Lesbian Community
Center. His writings have been
published in Christopher Street
magazine.
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Maneoids

—Researchers

Researcher Finds Vitamin

Isolate

Pneumonia—Causing
Organism
ATHENS, Ga. (AP) — Re— He said it is no longer the most com—
mon killer of AIDS patients and now
searchers at the University of Geor—
gia have discovered a method of is responsible for a small percentage
isolating an immature form of a of AIDS deaths.
"It‘s one of the victories of AIDS
pneumonia—causing organism that —
has killed thousands of AIDS pa— research,"he said.
He said the illness can still be
tients.
The research could leadto more deadly. Tennis player Arthur Ashe
was one of its victims.
effective treatments ofthe pneumonia.
Pneumocystis is a common or—
An AIDS researcher at the Na—
tional Institutes of Health, however, ganism, but causes illness only in
said the development could be help- people whose immune systems have

ful but didn‘t appear to be a major
advance.
Dr. Jamie De Stefano, a re—
searcher at the university‘s Complex
Carbohydrate Research Center, said
the team had found a quicker way to
separate the drug—resistant mature
form of pneumocystis carinii from
its immature forms.
She said the latest method also
provides a virtually pure form of the
organism, making it easier to study
its life cycle.
Effective treatments have already
been developed for pneuomecystis,
said Dr. Carl Dieffenbach, chief of
the Developmental Therapeutics
Branch at the National Institute of
Allergies and Infectious Diseases.

been damaged by AIDS or other
causes.
The Georgia researchers said the
stages of pneuomcystis have differ—
ent weights, causing them to sepa—
rate when spun from a centrifugal
device. Further purification is car—
ried out through filtration.
Dieffenbach said similar tech—
niques are in use at other labs. "They
have probably tweaked and fine—
tuned the technology," he said. "At
best, it‘s an incremental 1mprove-

ment."
The researchers said they have
obtained enough of the mature cyst
form of pneumocystis to carry out
chemical analysis of the cyst wall.

Cell Infection
§ By Jason Auslander
Associated Press Writer
OMAHA, Neb. (AP) — A type
ofvitamin B—6foundinthebodyand
used in test—tube experiments
blocked theAIDSvirusfrom infect—
ing white blood cells, a researcher
said Jan. 14.
The vitamin did not help cells that
had already been infected, said
James Salhany, a researcher and bio—
chemist at the University of Ne—
braska Medical Center.
The test—tube experiments
haven‘t been extended to humans,
but the medical center is pursuing
funding for human tests. Salhany
said researchers have to find out if
enough vitamin B—6 can be built up
in the body without causing toxic
side effects.
The only type of vitamin B—6 that
worked in the experiments is called
pyridoxal phosphate, or PLP, and is
found in the bloodstream.
Salhany‘s research, conducted
with medical center AIDS virologist
Mario Stevenson, found that PLP
bonded to white blood cells, form—
ing a barrier that blocked the AIDS
virus from infecting the cells.

That Blocks

Large doses of the vitamin can
cause problems with the nervous
system, such as trouble walking and
tingling in the feet, Salhany said.
There were no toxic side effects on
the test tube cells in Salhany‘s ex—
periments.
Stephen Coburn, director of bio—
chemistry at the Fort Wayne State
Development Center in Fort Wayne,
Ind., and a vitamin B—6 researcher,
called the findings significant and
interesting. Coburn said he hasn‘t
conducted research on vitamin B—6

in reference to AIDS.
"The real key thing is whether it
would translate into a live animal,"
Coburn said. "Lots of preliminary
discoveries look good under con—
trolled circumstances, but when you
put them into a live organism, they
(the results) could be different.
Salhany cautioned people against
taking "mega—doses" of vitamin B—
6 found in drug and health food
stores, which is different than PLP,
because of the side effects and the
fact that the body will only metabo—
lize it into a certain
amount of PLP.
While the research
results are promising,
they are not a cure,
Salhany said.
"I don‘t think there
will ever be a cure
because we can‘t cure
viruses," he said. "B—
6 is not an oral version
of the condom."
A paper detailing
| Salhaney
and
Stevenson‘sresearch
is under review for
publication by The
JournalofBiological—
C.Iremtstry
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Every song thatIhear,
Every prettyfaceIsee,
EveryfragranceIsmell,
Every sweetness Ican taste,
.And all the loveIfeel .
Make me think ofyou!
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New Evidence Found Tha
t
HIV Protein Damages Bra
in

NEW YORK (AP) — Scientists
have found new evidence that a
single proteinofthe AIDS virus may
damage brain cells and lead to the
impaired thinking and movement
seen in some infected people.
Strains of mice made to produce
the protein in their brains showed
brain abnormalities like those in in—
fected humans, researchers said.
The mice should be useful in as—
sessing drugs to ward off such dam—
age from HIV, the AIDS virus, the
researchers suggested in the Jan. 13
issue of the journal Nature.
The protein, called gp120, is shed

, from HIV—infectedcells in people,
researchers said. For the experiment,
mice were given a gene to make
them produce the protein without
HIV infection.
The work was done by scientists
at the Scripps Research Institute in
La Jolla, Calif., the University of
California, San Diego, and the Bos—.
ton University School of Medicine.
In a Nature commentary, Dr.
Stuart Lipton of Children‘s Hospi—
tal and Harvard Medical School said
several drugs have been claimed to
reduce cell damage from gp120, and
that tests in humans are in progress.
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Featuring
Antibiotic Approved To
Treat
Mycobacterium Avium

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
U.S. government has approved an
antibiotic for respiratory disease to
become the first treatment for one
of the deadliest infections in AIDS
patients. _
The Food and Drug Adminis—
tration on Dec. 27approved the
drug=Biaxin to treat mycobacte—
——rium avium complex, or MAC,
which afflicts at least one in every
fourAIDS patients,spreading rap—
idly throughout the body.
Also known as clarithromycin,
the drug is already used to treat

Maggy infections in healthy
adults, _
_
Another drug, Pharmacia

TRIX' E (not enough room here for the last name)
and her "Whatever they are called
this week"

Corp.‘s Mycobutin, was approved
last year to prevent MAC in AIDS
patients. But Biaxin becomes the
first drug to treat AIDS patients
who still contract the infection.
Studies show Biaxin signifi—
cantly—reduces the number of
MAC organisms in the blood and
patients who didn‘t kick the infec—
tion still saw many of their symp—
FDA Asked To
toms relieved, said Abbott
Laboratories, which makesthe _ OKTestsOf _
drug.
The company recommended Possible AIDS__
that patients take 500 mg of the Treatment
drug twice a day. Side effects in—
cluded nausea, diarrhea and head—
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
ache.
>
a>
§

JUSTCUM & SEE!!
BRI,.NG YOUR BOTTLE — YOU MAY NEED it!!

SUNDAY ABTERNDDNS — 25} DRAV&NRT

HemaCare Corp. is seeking federal
permission to expand human testing
of a possiblé AIDS drug.
Ryan White‘s Mother
The company said Jan. 3 it made
the request to the Food and Drug Ad—
Hopes To Ban Condom—
ministration regarding Immupath.
The plasma—derived drug contains
Equipped Trading Car
ds
antibodies from people who have
tested positive for the AIDS virus but
By Mike Smith
won the right to attend school with have not developed the disease.
Associated Press Writer
other children. He took part in
Joshua Levy, HemaCare‘s medi—
AIDS education efforts until his cal director, said the antibodies may
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — The April 1990 death.
neutralize a range of AIDS virus
mother of child AIDS victim Ryan
A painted image of him is in— strains and mutations.
White wants state lawmakers to cluded in the set of 110
Preliminary tests on a few hu—
trading
ban trading cards with her son‘s cards, which also include images mans showed Immupath was non—
picture that include condoms in the of Magic Johnson, Rock
Hudson poisonous and may help some AIDS
packages.
and Arthur Ashe. The cards in— patients live longer, HemaCare said.
"He should be known more for clude facts about their lives
Levy said he expects the FDA to
and
what he taught us about living and information and myths about review the application quickly.
_
_ to respect those with diseases," AIDS.
Hemacare, founded in 1979, has
Jeanne White—Ginder said.
Each foil—wrapped, 12—card been developing Immupath since
Eclipse
Enterprises
of pack contains a condom.
1990.
f
Forestville, Calif., began selling its
AIDS Awareness cards last Feb—
ruary.
White—Ginder is supporting a
bill in Indiana that would prohibit
the use of celebrities‘ likenesses
without written consent from them
or from their estates. The bill
passed a state Senate committee
Jan. 13.
Ryan was diagnosed with AIDS
at 13 from blood products used to
treat hemophilia. He sued for and

&

mo

Catherine Yronwode, editor in
chief at Eclipse, said the series is
an attempt to educate the public Village
about a deadly illness. Fifteen _
percent of profits go to a group
helping HIV—infected people, she ‘
said.
Eclipse also produced the con—
troversial True Crime trading card
series featuring crime—fighters and
criminals, including cult leader
Charles Manson and body parts—
killer Jeffrey Dahmer.
j

Peopleﬁ
Continued from page 29
turns(he was discovered as an In—
dian go—go dancer) are finely
executed (our view of these was
especially good). Hodo still wears
little and sweats much. Each has
his turn at patter or lead singing
and theirTrash Disco medley even
included "Lady Bump" —a
particularly nauseating, but hilari—

f aspiritual Resources
in the Memphis Area

N

Calvary Episcopal Church — 525—6602
First Congregational Church — 278—6786
Holy Trinity Community Church — 726—9443
Memphis Friends Meeting — 323—3196
Neshoba Unitarian Universalist Church — 756—5433
Prescott Memorial BaptistChurch — 327—8479
St. John‘s United Methodist Church — 726—4104
St. Therese Catholic Church —
Unitarian Church ofthe River — 526—8631
Unity Church (Kirby Road) — 753—0831

K

:

)
ous opus from the era. When the
contingent from Tsarus was no—
ticed, next to me, Hughes shot
many glances our way throughout
the entire performance and my
brief conversation with him after—
wards found him very cordial and
very butch. The entire group wan—
dered around 6—1—6 after the show
and were very pleased to sign au—
tographs and be personable.
They filled the Mid—South Coli—

seum once. I was glad to be able
to get much closer (this show did
sell out). It is hard to describe the
savor of this performance; when
anyone could have fun at the
YMCA, or be and laugh at Macho,
Macho men.
We ought to bring them back
ourselves and sell out the conven—
tion center ballroom.
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tudy Says Colleges May Violate Rights
In Fighting Hate Speech
a doctoral candidate in mass "Hate speech on campuses is a
communications.
hurtfulKorwar.
and ugly phenomenon,"
Such
rules
likely
violate
the
said
f
U.S.
Constitution
under
the
U.S.
"While
it
is
natural
for
admin—
Supreme
Court‘s
1992 ruling in istrators to want to shieldstudents
R.A.V.
vs.
St.
Paul.
bynessattempting
toascurtail
the most
ugli—
Other
findings:
as
quickly
possible,
* banobsceneexpression,which
39% of the schools surveyed experts agree that simply punish—
ing hateandspeech
will not destroy
isAmendment.
not protected by the First racial
other biases."
Korwar
collectedfunded
information
* lewd,
47% ofindecent
the schools
prohibit
from
all
publicly
colleges
orprofane
lan—
and
universities
that
offer
a
guage,
which
is
protected
by
bachelor‘s
degree
in
the
50
states
the Firstshort
Amendment
because and the District ofColumbia.
iffalls
ofobscenity.
Ofsentthehandbooksandotherma—
533 schools contacted, .
* 28%
ofthe
schools
have
rules
72%
against
advocatingviewpoint,
an offen— terials that Korwar analyzed.
sive
or
outrageous
Universities
and colleges
in—
ancluded
expression
Korwar
con—
stead
should
develop
multi—ethnic
is apparentlyprotected
and
multi—culturaltaskforces,
edu—
by
the
First
Amendment.
cation
programs
teaching
toler—
*Only
$% ofthose schools sur— ance and work harder to recruit
veyedprohibitfightingwords,
and
keepKorwar
minoritysaid.students and
speech
thattheSupremeCourt
faculty,
has
is not covered by the
FirstsaidAmendment.
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Many colleges and universities
violate students‘ First Amendment
rights when they attempt to ban or
restrict hate speech on campus, a
study shows.
Hate speech consists of slurs,
taunts, graffiti and other expres—
sions of prejudice aimed most of—
ten at women, Blacks, Asians, _
Jews, Gays, Lesbians, or other mi—
nority groups.
Arati R. Korwar of the Univer—
sity of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill looked at how colleges and
universities have responded to hate
speech in a study sponsored by
The Freedom Forum First Amend—
ment Center.
The center at Vanderbilt Uni—
versity is dedicated to the free—
doms of press, speech, religionand
other tenets of the First Amend—
* ment.
S
Thirty—six percent of the 384 in—
stitutions surveyed have rules that
punish hate speech, said Korwar,
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ACLU Accuses Archbishop Of
Attempting To Censor Media —
INDIANAPOLIS (AP)—The
Indianapolis
Catholic
archbishoptheis
attemptingtocensorthe
dissemination
ofpublic
health
information
Indiana
chapterofthe
American
CivilRightsLiberties
Unioncriticized
says. Arch—
The
ACLU‘s
Gay
and
Lesbian
Task
Force
bishop Daniel
Buechlein,
afterabstinence
Buechleinis thesaidonlyhe safe
objected
to prevent
the ads
‘because
thechurch
believes
way
to
the Buechlein
spread ofAIDS
and othersexually
transmitted
diseases.Diocese of
was,
until
recently,
bishop
of
the
Memphis
the"We
Catholic
Church.respect the right of all religious leaders.to counsel
certainly
theiradherentswith
respectto
moral behavior,"said Michael Wallace,
chairmanofthe
ICLU
task
force.
"However, this right to participate in the public dialogue does not
includearighttorestrictotherpeople‘saccesstoinformationnecessary
tohavior,"
make heinformed
and medically accurate choices about personal be—
said.
Buechlein,whosediocesecoverscentralandsouthern
Indiana,urged
radio
and
television
stations
Wednesday
to
reject
condom
planned
bycampaign.
the Clinton administration as part of a national AIDSadsawareness
Heheld anewsconferenceJan.
6todiscusshisposition
andempha—
sizedthattheCatholicChurch
wantsto
promote
prevention
campaigns
thatAbstinence
emphasize isabstinence.
3
a moral imperative
for single
peoplediseases,
and is theinclud—
only
sureway
topreventthespread
ofsexually
transmitted
ingtheAIDSvirus,whichclaimed200,000American
livessince 1980,
Buechlein
said.
"ThebyCatholic
Church shares
thefederal
deepgovernment
concern whichoverhasthebeen
ex—
pressed
representatives
ofthe
serious
problemsofAIDS andothersexually transmitted diseases," Buechlein
said.
."We want to thespread
work withofthis
the government
community
organiza—._ |__
tionstoprevent
urgent publicandhealth
problem."
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Murder In Nebraska FocusesAtten
tion On Transgenderism

explanation." According to Lynn,
Brandon‘s criminality was almost
+ predictable. Like Aaron, she knows —
it is nearly impossible for trans—
HUMBOLDT, NE — Many have genders to obtain and hold on to
dubbed it the Lesbian killing, and
regular employment.
already there is talk about making
Further, she notes, "society cre—
television movies and perhaps a ates unhappiness, anger, bitterness
major feature film.
and frustration for the transgender."
But what happened in Humboldt
It was during a routine arrest on a
is a multiple tragedy, difficult to un— bad check warrant that brought no—
derstand, notjust because ofthe vio— tice to Brandon‘s physical gender,
lence and what provoked it, but and it was that revelation that led,
because of the complexity of the several weeks later, to his murder in
lives involved. Twenty—one year—old this rural Nebraskatown.
Teena Brandon‘s sexuality lies at the
What is believed to have set off
center of the story as the drama un— Brandon‘s alleged killers was that he
folds.
dated heterosexual women.
Understanding that sexuality is
On Christmas Eve, 21—year—old
‘ one of the keys to fully grasping the high school drop—out and casual la—
tragedy. Heartlanders have trouble borer Marvin Nissen and 22—year—
comprehending that Brandon was a old John Lotter, who worked
female to male transgender.
temporary jobs when not in prison, _
As such, he was a member of an are accused of having undressed
"invisible minority," a group about Brandon in front of his girlfriend,
which few people have any famil— and later that night, raping him.
farity. Living in a rural Nebraska
A week later, on New Year‘s
community and associating prima— Day, the two allegedly shot Brandon,
rily with lower class losers and petty his landlady and a houseguest. Lotter
thieves, Brandon: was even more apparently had a romantic interest in
vulnerable than a similarly situated. one ofBrandon‘s girlfriends, which
Lesbian..Published—accountsof is believed to be a motive in the triple
Brandon‘s life clearly present him slaying.
as a classic transgender.
Another suspected motive is
Aaron Davis, ExecutiveDirector ._. Brandon‘shavingreportedthe rape
of ReCall, a Female to Male incident. That Brandon had girl——
Transgender support and education friends and bedded some of them,
<a,
organization based in Dallas, Texas, though apparently without sexual
Wgnrzw the pattern.
contact, is the reason so many think
who grewup in of the murders as somehow con—
Lincoln, Davis playedboys games nected with Lesbians.
_
as a little girl in Hope, Ark.
A nationally prominent Lesbian
Both Davis and Brandon under— said that when she came out in a ru—
stood at an early age that they were _ral part of the country several years
boys and not girls.
ago, "only certain roles — ‘butch‘ and
Both hated dresses and preferred ‘femme‘ — were acceptable."
male clothing.
She speculated that this sort of
And both were exposed to the role definition was still going on, and
hatred that comes from being differ— that Brandon was "assigned" an ex—
ent, an ultimate outsider in a small treme sort of "butch" role, that of a
town. For Brandon, adulthood meant "stone dyke."
surviving as a smalltime thief and
She explained that "‘stone
check forger. Aaron was able to dykes,‘ who are often survivors of
leave Hope, Ark., for the Army.
physical and/or sexual abuse as chil—
A disabled veteran, he landed a dren, are unwilling or uninterested
job with the United States Postal in actual sexual contact, but retain
Service, and although he suffered control of their relationship."
discrimination and faced prejudice,
Aaron Davis understands the
his civil service positionoffered confusion. He lived as a Lesbian for
some protection while he underwent a time.
the medical transformation.
With no other way to reconcile
Marissa Lynn ofthe International his female body and male persona,
Foundation for Gender Education he felt despised as a Lesbian, but less
(I.F.G.E.) in Wayland, Mass. points hated than when he underwent a full
out that the medical transformation transformation. _
is the least important detail of
Both Davis and Lynn point out
transgenderism. "Spirituality: that‘s that transgenders are assumed to be
what makes us what we are. It ap— Gay or Lesbian because their sexual
plies to a person‘s identity.
orientation is toward members of _
Most people go through the their physical gender.
medical process because what they
They face the same discrimina—
are physically isn‘t okay in society. tion and misunderstanding as Gays
Lynn believes that male and female and Lesbians, but with an added
spirituality is different. Rejecting the problem.
.
notion that she was a woman trapped
As a minority connected with
in a man‘s body, she does admit that another minority, Davis notes that
"the cliche is easier for people to . they are particularly vulnerable to
accept, and is often offered as an attack by not only outsiders, but by

less educated Gays and Lesbians.
"Gays can come across just as
prejudiced as the heterosexual com—
munity. They just think I should
have lived in the Lesbian commu—
nity. They almost thinkyou‘re a trai—
tor," he added.
"But Gays and Lesbransenjoy
some legal protection and sense of
community that is lacking for us."
Brandon Teena, the name he was
using at the time of his death, had
the appearance of an immature, but
handsome young man and the physi—
cal traits of a woman.
He told his friends he needed to
liveas a man for two years before:
undergoing hormonal treatment. Dr.
Walter Bockting ofthe University
of Minnesota, an expert on
transgenderism, said "Two years is
twice as long as I recommend, but is
still an acceptable therapy." Aaron
Davis also recommends a shorter
time.
Both Bockting and Davis say that
once the hormone treatments begin,
the transformation from female to
male appearance takes place within
about six months.
Davis stresses the importance of
the treatment, as much for physical

protection as for any other reason.
"Female to male transgenders, after
such treatments, have the appearance
of mature men.
"Although often physrcally
smaller, they blend easily into the
male world even before surgery has
completed the process," Davis ex—

plained.
Dr. Bockting said "This takes
longer for male to female. Bigger
builds and hands often stand out af—
ter transformation." Largely hidden,
even from the Gay and Lesbian com—
munity, transgenders are the
continued on page 28
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By Tim Kennedy
Times of The Heartland —
Lincoln, Neb.
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Ivy Covered Walls
continued from page 18 —
trustees expanded thecampus anti—bias policy
to include Gays and bisexuals.
In 1991, Mrs. Portland announced she was
"abiding by the rules."
Many educators say the impulse for these

DUI

changed attitudes and policies springs from a
new and widespread recognition that the com—
mon college experience of exploring sexual—
ity and identity can be especially trying for
young homosexuals. Away from home for the
first time, they may be acknowledging their
Gayness and risking openness for the first time
as well.
:
At Curtis Shepard‘s alma mater, tiny
Linfield College in McMinville, Ore., a school
of 1,500 students, a faculty—student group
called Fusion was formed a couple of years
ago to sponsor public discussions about gen—
der identification.
"There was a population on campus never
carefully identified," said Dean of Students
Dave Hansen, who oversees Fusion. "We
know those students experience considerably
more roadblocks to success, more difficult
problems ... We felt that was a population that
needed support."
Not everyone regards these developments
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Mldshlpman
Continued From page 1
Connecticut.
Also on Jan.7 , the Clinton administration
agreed to return another Gay serviceman to ac—
tiveduty— atleasttemporarily —andsaid some
othersnow onstandbyreserve statuswillbe given
the same option.
A federaljudge approved an agreement that
will allow the return to active duty of Navy Lt.
j.g. Tracy Thorne, a naval aviatorwho revealed
his homosexuality on television in 1992 to test
the Pentagon‘s old ban on Gays in the military.
Thome is fighting his discharge. The agree—
ment approved by U.S. District Judge Stanley
Gay

O.

Young,

Murder in Nebraska
Continued from page 27
"invisible minority," as a forthcoming article
in The New Yorker describes them.
Even female to male transgenders are much
more common than is assumed. But, with no
support from the community, and lacking any
political voice, they are assumed to be a rar—
ity. Davis said several live in the Omaha area
and throughout the Heartland, but none who

as enlightening. Critics say so much attention
to homosexuals squelches honest discourse, could speak publicly.
that it‘s an oppressive fad of the pohtlcally
The experts all stressed the importance of
correct.
support. All three experts said Brandon"siso=
"The cause of Gays and Lesbians is the lation in rural Richardson County was particu—
cause ‘du jour,‘ and so everyone is showing larly dangerous, with no support available.
their sensitivity to Gays," said Oron Strauss, a
For information, contact ReCall, P.O. Box
junior at Dartmouth College and editor in chief 224001, Dallas,. TX 75222—4001, (214) 641—
vative. weekly, The Dartmouth- A842; or I.F.G.E., P.O0.—Box 387, Wayland,
MA 01778, (617) 899—2212. Both actlvely
"When you have this pohtlcally vocal mi— provide necessaryinformation.
%
*

Workers‘

Jason

nority, the majority doesn‘t want to get in—
volved in a situation where they‘re going to
speak their mind and be labeled homophobic,
and for spurious reasons," Strauss said.
But where some see political correctness,
others — like Rutgers University Professor
Catharine R. Stimpson, currently on leave as
director of fellowships at the MacArthur Foun—
dation — see democracy at work.
"The process of democracy in the United
States, though slowly and unevenly, is to ex—
pand," Stimpson said. "We are now entering
debate whether we want to extend democratic
tolerance to Gay men and women."
By democratic consensus, Americans gave
that protection to people who differ by race
and by religion.
"Now," she said, "we are extending that
protection to people by who they love."

Jr.

Sporkin allows the Pentagon to act again to dis—
charge Thorne under the government‘s new

policy.
A memorandum written by Edwin Dorn, as—
sistant secretary of defense for personnel and
readiness, said the new "don‘t ask, don‘t tell"
policy applies to discharge proceedings begun
after Feb. 5 of this year.
The secretary of each branch of m111tary ser—
vice also can decide to reconsider earlier discharge
cases under the new policy, the memo said.
Those who are contesting their discharges and
whose cases are being reconsidered under the new
policy "should be given the option of returning
toactive duty or remaining in the standby reserve
pending such reconsideration," Dorn‘s memo
said.
Those who do not contest the Pentagon‘s pro—
posal to discharge them should be discharged,

he added.
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Cor/Denence A WeekendIn the GCountrt
couthern Goofmy/ couthern Iosz/a/
GOINP/men/Q1
J M1126 (DI/A 91121291

Suite

806

geeswva/zbns.‘
Hton — Thurs (901) 2718—5824
Iri — Sal £901) 687—5456
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Colored Girls‘

Review by Cheryl Dare
Despite minor flaws, Circuit‘s
productionofForColoredGirls.
Who
HaveConsideredSuicide
When
the
Rainbow
is
Enuf
is
a
piece
well
worthseeing.Ifyoudon‘tseeit,you
are
cheating
nothasonlyworked
yourself,
but
the Ifcast
which
so
hard.
youending,
are expecting
aplot
ordis—a
happy
this
show
could
appointyou.Whilethechoreopoem
firstappearedon
Broadwayin
1976,
the
issues
presented
are
still
quiteall
current.
The
cast,
all
black
and
women,giveusinsightintothejoys
andpaininthelivesofblack,
urban,of
American
women,
though
most
the
material, Ifelt, isuniversal toall
women.
I started
the wouldn‘t
evening hoping
a
slight
headache
spoil
my
absorption
in theit show.
I needn‘tI
have
worried;
was
riveting.
— thoughtitwasashamethatthehouse
was
not full; everyoneshould
share
inmostly
thispiece.
Thosewhowerethere
seemed
astheenthralled
as aI
was;
and
gave
performers
standing
ovation. Unfortunately,
thereweretwopairsofwomenwho
had
no consideration forthe—audi—
enceorthecast:twoofthem
talked
nearly
constantly
for
the
first
ten to
fifteenminutesoftheshow,theother
pairwrappersduring
never stopped crinkling
bags
and
the
entire
per—
formance.
Cast members Catina Bryant
—>.(Red),RitaDanielleCooper(Blue),
AngelaSettles
(Purple);ToniSeitles
(Brown),AntoinetteTurner(Green)
and
movePenelope
well andWalker
deliver(Yellow)
the—poetryall

Message Remains Clear
designed by Steven Crick, to have
been more dramatic with pools of
light more often and less general all—
over—the—stage lighting. It did have
its moments, though, and the goboes
projecting shadows on floor and cy—
clorama were quite effective in

For Colored Girls Who Have
Considered Suicide When the
Rainbow is Enuf, written by
Ntozake Shange, directed by
LeslieJ. Reddick.Performancesat
Circuit
Playhouse
Ave., through
Feb. 6.1705 Poplar

1ST ANNUAL
SAINT PATRICK
INVITATIONAL
convincingly.
During
the
halfhour
@
preceding
thesounded
performance,
there
was
what
like
random
diddlingonaguitar,afluteandsev—
TOURNAMENT
eral
kinds
of
drums.
I
believe
this
wasintendedtohelpset
mood,but I
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE:
didn‘tthinkitworkedwell.Thepre—
set
lighting
could
have
helped
this
S.P.IL.T.
PROUD MEMBER OF
cout
somewhat,
but
I
felt
it
was
too
bright
and
too
general.
The
drum—
ming, along with some flute and
guitar,continuedthroughouttheper—
NTERNATIONAL cay Bown organization (6B0)
formanceanddidhelpset
moodfor
theone—act
piece.is stark, open and
The
set
itself
allows forraisedmovement:
upstage
cen— _[
MARCH 18 — 20, 1994
terisa
area
with
rampsand
steps;downrightisaconcretebench
PARC nowrwa LAME?
behindasectionofchain—linkfence; _
downleftareatelephonepoleanda
brick stairway. The movements,
choreographedbyAntoinetteTurner
SINGLES
andLeslieJ.Reddick
complimented
DOUBLES
each piece.
FE$75.00 (DEADLINE FEB. 18, 1994)
ENTRYFEE
I would have liked thelighting,

Village People Roar Into

Memphis
Review by Vincent Astor
When they
lit the mirror ball, I
washome.
Ihadabalconyseatover—
lookingthestageinthebuildingthat
wasoncetheBarracks,whichseems
like
an ageDollarago.Band
I enjoyed
theopener
Six
Million
as
an
and noticed
the diverseDisco"
crowdmusic
en—
joyed
the
"Vintage
morethanDiscoanyother.
Thebandcalls
itself
Head—Banger
and
proved
it
keepingthings
interesting
for most of its set and being a very
appropriatelead—intothegroupIcan
best define as the Beach Boys of
Disco.
._ Youwouldn‘tbelievei
t. TheGay
and
Lesbian
representation
in but
the
crowd
was
scattered
at
best,
when
Margaret Hamilton andWizard
the
OptimisticVoices(fromthe
ofOz) cameas on,ourweown.
couldOuttakethey
this
evening
came—six
stereotypes,
six veryin
butch
male
voices,
six
experts
classic
camp. The entire show was
about45minutes,butwasfilledwith

several sections.
I didn‘t care for Heather
Garrett‘s costumes, but am not
sure why. I realize they had to be
simple and permit movement, in
which they suceeded. I would have
liked to have seen Greek chitons
used which would have looked
good on every woman in the show.

. 4 PERSON
—

SCRATCH EVENT $20.00 ADDITIONAL

TEAM EVENT

PACKAGE $35.00
(INCLUDES BANQUET) —

NON—PARTICIPANT
non—stop activity, cutting up with the
crowd, choreographed marching to
and from the microphones and shed—
ding of garments, bit by bit.
The sound was there. The harmo—
nies intact. It was very live. It was a
return, even in that black hole of a
room, to the days when dance floors
were brilliant with neon and colors
and music was happy and danceable.
Four original members still tour,
Felipe Rose (Indian), David Hodo
(Construction Worker), Glenn
Hughes (Biker), and Alexander
Riley (Soldier). Ray Simpson re— _
placed original lead singer Ray
Willis (Policeman) in the early 80‘s
and still tours. Randy Jones has
passed on his Cowboy chaps to six—
footer Jeff Olson.
It is amusing to see the switch
from tall lead singer to tall cowboy
and it has been nearly 20 years since
I first heard "Everybody Is a Star in
Hollywood." These men have held
their own in every way. Rose has
become much beefier but his dance
Continued on page 25
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TOURNAMENT NFO:
ng — ADVCAN 6013937500
~
RONSHETON 9012781337
NMIKE REED
901—324—0005

HOSPITALITY SUITE &
TOURNAMENT BANQUET
HELD AT |

HOST HOTEL:

MEMPHlmrrloﬂ.
2625Thousand Oakes Boulevard, Memphis, Tennessee 38118 (901) 362—6200

ABC—WIBC SANCTIONED TOURNAMENT

CLASSIFIED Rates: Personal, non—
commercialads FREE. Limitof30 words
{includingaddress orphonenumber) and
a $2.00 charge for the use of our P.O.
Box. Please specifyifyou wantto use our
P.O. Box. Commercial ads are charged
at the rate of 20¢ per word, $3.00
minimum. Phonenumbersandzipcodes
are free. Deadline for ads is the 15th of
each month. Send to Triangle Journal
News, Box 11485 Memphis, TN 38111—
0485. Classifieds must be submitted in
writing and must include your name and
atelephone number where you can be
reached to verity the ad. If you would
— likeacopyoftheissueyouradappears
in, pleasesend$1.00tocoverpostage.

drunks or fats. Send photo & reply to
SBM, Box 296, Blue Springs. MS 38828.
Daddy, We want you to know we love
you even at sixty. Love, Poppa and
Doily.
GWM, 20, 540", Br/Bl, slender HIV
negative seeks GWM, 18—25 for serious
relationship. No druggies, drunks, orfats.
Send photo & reply to RLV, 108
Robertsons Circle, Booneville, MS38829.
GWM, 21, 57/,", slender, Br/Br, HIV
negative seeks GWM, 18—30, for serious
relationship. No druggies, drunks, orfats.
Goodpersonality & senseofhumor. Send
photo and reply to ASJ, 108 Robertson
Circle, Booneville, MS 38829.
GWM, 29, 5410", looking for aman whois
not afraid to make a commitment. Must
be a top and HIV negative. Tim, 4046 St.

Memphis, TN 38111—0485.
Like to play with Long hard objects, Big
balls, into getting dirty, sweaty and
physical? Keep reading. Get involved

and play with the men‘s softball team for
the upcoming year.
Lonely GWM is masculine, employed,
big brother type. 1 seek friendship,
someone to pal around with, someone I‘d
be proud to kriow. I am stable, 59", 150#,
ingood shape, haveavariety of interests,
love the outdoors, quiet nights bythe fire,
and enjoylife more at 33 than I did at 23.
No fats, fems, or druggies. Please write
to: J.B., Route 3, Box 280 C, Linden, TN
37096. Give it a try. What‘s a stamp?
Mature WM would like to have dominant
friend for weekday lunches, movies, and

BsMmiaidulC—eSydomFuairts1Sht2nu‘CIblisastGcuer,asidyNpfieotarcwi$eos1dntp5laLyt,eopsstobrhyieaoun
oCPNIDHATOMYNREESf n‘thave ow StTA E h nZeIwP _._
M«5.f MTermipahPn.giOMlsee,BTJatoiNuilxr3n1tngoas4l8a1Nt5e0w—4—s85.; .
M_PhMSouendiaxy(Aelcmoph8Mh2_:l04eii1cmsp(spNm9AL.h0n1aiC)omslDT2rib,eya7sdvdcm6To—tNluiCse37n)n(98dS1mS0otr4k.,eIFnrce.)*
WIn(;LAalSFSTsocreiutnTdursnhasyldeaLcysiogAfhm1o8180:n2:0tNyhpmpisomnbu—rtDDhB—iidwsWsageccyoluunvomgeiikhontne)w(pOptheunsd)pyeakr.)
TA(hdBleuCrF—saiA.otnd)euFaoCshlrmyiIe(lnSCftooibr—njemgdna8e3t:ri0(fodAAplSnlcmdoeohdhaclyDatily;dciofms:eusbAyn(tidoAthnhC,sgcy(OBr)OimAtprohteahnugd,adby.)lscolhapltrisc/pa—
"cfShtoMeremmuopndtfhosiyrna.LtgaB6eu:wsp3bi0rdtnophmuC.esgpatcri,lIngoacus.trdeahncprivoeacthlmoesGrgWtaynifzTdwteLolnsvybiafn
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
ATTENTION ADVERTISERS!! TIN
announcements and classifieds will not
conversationonaregular basis. Discretion
automatically be re—run. Announcements
Pierre #3, Memphis, TN 38122.
required. Please write John, c/o PO Box
andclassifieds mustbere—submittedeach
GWM, 34, 6‘3", well—built, bbl, attractive,
month, inwriting, bythe 15thofthe month.
751143, Memphis, TN 38175.
CommunitySpirit—Lesbian and Gay college—educated, intelligent, fun—loving,
MEMMOS Contact Club for ALL men
Telephone Long Distance. Callworldwide down—to—earth, conservative, decent.
enjoying mutual masturbation & oral sex.
— _and save up to 25% off your bill. 2% of Have a variety of interests. Interested in
nationwide. Send SASE to MEMMOS,
your bill is donated to the community — meeting sober,
masculine, decent GWM,
POB 3145, Madison, WI 53704—0145 for
organization ofyourchoice. Switchtoday,
30+, forfriendship or possibly more. Prefer information.
Call 1—800—546—0621 24 hours/day. It‘s a
non—smoker. Write Dept. M—08, PO Box Robo: Next time try
more flour. Mule.
Family Thing.
11485, Memphis, TN 38111—0485.
Scotty from Alliance: Just to be able to
Brp & BREAKFAST
GWM, 37, 5410", blonde/blue, beard/ gazeuponyour intense,
matchless beauty
Bed & Breakfast—A Victorian home
mustache, seeks big hairy/furry teddy is a gift from heaven
itself! Yes, you truly
furnished with antiques offers
bear to play with. Send photo & phone to possess the fists of
Hephaestus, the feet
accommodations to men and women.
Boxholde
r, POBox 38183, Germantown,
of Mithras, and the tongue of Eros! Thou
Homeis locatedinsmallTennessee River
town near Pickwick—Shiloh. Gourmet TN 38183—0183.
— dost command my mortal soul! All else is
GWM, 38 (looks younger), 58", 165#, Br/ futile in comparison to
country dinner with complimentary wine.
butaslightwhisper
Br, countrymusician/singer, HIV negative,
Area activities include: boating, walking
from yourlips. Just say you will tie me up,
trails, antique shops, auctions. Yourhosts seeks.. GWM,,25—35,.sober, .mature,.
are available to assist with planning local
musician is a plus. Send reply& photo to: ‘bb‘s at me just onemore time?
Signed, _
activities. Reservations: Mon—Thurs (901)
Occupant, 108 Robertson Circle,
Mule.
So A Cela
278—5844, Fri—Sun (901) 687—3456.
Booneville, MS 38829.
Seekingfriends only: GWMcoupledesires
Ozark Bed & Breakfast—5 wooded acres
GWM, 40, 57", stocky, attractive meeting other GW couples forfriendship
ofprivacyinafunvacationarea. Exclusive
physician. Looking for 25—35, GWM for
~*
purposes only, please. No sex, drugs or
resortfor men &women. Hottub. Country
relationsh
monogam
long—term,
ip.
ous
bar attitudes. Please write in c/o TIN, _
club privileges. Greenwood Hollow Ridge,
Dept.—H—02, PO Box 11485, Memphis,
Rt4, Box 155, EurekaSprings, AR 72632, _ Serious inquiriesonly. Nodrugsordrunks.
Replywith letter/photo to: Occupant, 946 TN 38111—0485.
501) 253—5283. ___
.
;
The Arbour Glen Bed & Breakfast—Circa Wrens Roost #4, Memphis, TN 38119.
Very attractive college student with great
1896. Locatedon EurekaSprings Historic GWM, 40, seeking friendship, leading to
/bodyseeksserious relationshipwith
District loop close to downtown shops &
possible relationship. Prefernon—smoker,
young GWM. If you‘re looking for an
restaurants. Completely renovated for no drugs/alcohol. Contact Ken, 8165
attractive guyto staywith you always, call
comfort but still maintaining its old world
Forest Park Drive South, Apt. 3, Cordova,
Michael at (615) 595—9952. (In Memphis
charm, elegance& romance. Picturesque
TN 38018 or call 755—0448. Leave frequently.
2
tree—covered hollow. The Arbour Glen,
message on answering machine.
Roomm
ate
#7 Lema, Eureka Springs, AR 72632,
GWM, 40, very attractive, 6‘, 185#, seeks
GWM seeks same to share 1 bdrm hi—rise
(501) 253—9010.
ab <
30—45 for long—term monogamous
apt. in Central Gardens Area. All amenities
MopELs
included. $265/mo. CallforMike: 278—6607—
relationship. Br/br, musician, green eyes,
Cigar Smoking Biker. Master Tony and
leave a message or call 274—8810—resident
well—endowed, HIV negative, have a
his nationwide buddies get it on from
manager and leave messagefor apt #607.
variety of interests. Non—drinker, non—
coastto coast. Call today andjoin the fun.
SERrvicE Derr.
smoker. Please inquiries to: Boxholder,
Allwelcome. 18+, 7 days. Leather, boots,
G—Bi—SWM, slim, 18—25, HIV negative.
1422 Lamar Avenue, Memphis, TN
watersports,tops, bottoms, TLC, etc. (213
Write description ofservice youneedwith
38104.
874—1859.
:
SASE for appointment. Dept. B—02, PO
‘Leland D. O.K. guy, either come to the
PERSONALS
Box 11485, Memphis, TN 38111—0485.
surface likethe scum youare or goahead
Answering or putting ads in papers,
and disappear altogether. We have out—
seeking friends, relationships, onlyto get
lived almost all our friends, have homes
quickies or one—night—stands; bore you,
and
families who love us, and a lot left to
thenwehavesomethingincommon. Age
do.
Personally,
I refuse to surrender like
30—50, white GWMs, call John 732—5212.
you
have.
Love
to brother Bo. Call me a
Attractive GWM, 28, 56", 130#, blond,
D.Q. you pedophilic, pantyclad, perfect
graduate student, likes: computers,
alterative music, progressive politics,
example of human depreciation with a
New Age, physical fitness, cute dudes. top 40 mentality. Hope you had a good
_ Write Jim, Rt. 1, Box 18, Gassville, AR holiday. Love, Steve.
12635.
.
Let‘s party, new friends, safe sex, G—Bi—
Attractive GWM, 38, 6‘, 190#, BR/BR.
Straight, willing to explore—WM, slender,
Like pop rock, outdoors. Seeks same in
18—mid 20s, long hair a plus. Write—will
k Space donated as a public service by the Triangle Journal
friendormayberelationship. Nodruggies,
Newy
answer all: Dept. D—02, PO Box 11485,
neon
ememec =
Crearete nner ~

~." aie

The Gay Memphis Resources Direc—
tory is printed as a public service, and its
listings are free. Agencies and businesses
listed herein have requested to be listed,
buthave notbeen charged. Allphone num—

bergdare area code 901 unless otherwise
noted.
—
ADULT BOOKSTORES
Airport Bookmart: 2214 Brooks Rd E.
## 345—0657.
CherokeeAdult BookStore: 2947 Lamar
a 744—7494.
Fantasy Warehouse I: 791—793 North
White Stationa 683—9649.
Getwell Book Mart: 1275 Getwell
a 454—7765.
:
Paris Adult Entertainment Center: 2432
Summer # 323—2665.
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Rd
# 396—9050.
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell Rd
a 744—4513.
f
Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Ave.
a 373—5670.
BOOKS & GIFTS
Meristem: Feminist Book Store « 930 S.
Cooper # 276—0282.
CARPET CARE / CLEANING
SERVICES
BJ‘s Cleaning Service: # 726—4211.
King‘sKleaning Service: Home or Office
# 278—2835.
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or
Residential, 24—hr. service, free
estimates # 327—6165.
White Glove Services: Home or Office
## 388—3781.
COMMUNITY GROUPS ._
Sun. Sharon Ann
ts: 5.30
ACLUP
~*_ ap 125—5483.
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA):
Memphis Lambda Center
Al—Anon (Co—dependency):Memphis
Lambda Center # 276—7379.
Alliance: Leather/levi club + 4372 Kerwin
Dr., Memphis 38128.
g
ican GayAtheists (AGA) Memphis:
imphis—381.74—1371
.
BoX
»Meimphis
74—1
Black & White Men Together (BWMT):
Box 42157, Memphis 38174—2157
a 452—5894.
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League:
1929 Evelyn Ave. —a 272—3875.
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian
Square Dance Club « Meets Thurs.,
7pm Prescott Memoria! BaptistChurch.
3956 Blue Spruce, Lakeland 38002
a 387—1567.
Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/
AIDSService Organization «Box40389,
Memphis 38174—0389 # 278—AIDS or
a 272—0855.
4
Gay and Lesbian American Indians:
Information # 725—4898.
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Veterans of
America Memphis Chapter:
Information: John Prowett, 1517 Court
Ste. 4, Memphis 38104—2402 # 726—
5790 , leave message for John.
GaysOnCleveland Street(GOCS): Social
Group » c/o The Hut, 102 N. Cleveland
a 725—9872. —
Gay Teen Support Group: Tuesdays 7—
8:30, Gerry Wright # 388—6110.
Into The Light (Women‘s AA): Memphis
Lambda Center # 276—7379.
Lambda Men‘s Chorus: Calvary
Episcopal Church, « Mailing address:
2058 Young Ave, Memphis 38104 #
276—4045.
£
LovingArms (Support Partnersfor HIV+
Mothers & Babies; "hold" babies at
the Med): SheliaTankersley, P.O. Box
3368, Memphis, TN 38173 # 725—
6730.
Mature Gays: Information: John Prowett,
1517 Court Ave., Ste. 4, Memphis
— 88104—2402 # 726—5790, leave
message.
Memphis Center for Reproductive
Health: 1462 PoplarAve ##274—3550.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community

Center (MGLCC): 1486 Madison,
MailingAddress: Box41074, Memphis
38174 # 726—5790.
;
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Sports
Association: c/o MGLCC, Box 41074
# 728—GAYS or 458—6023.
Memphis Lambda Center: Meeting place
for 12—step recovery programs » 241 N.
Cleveland (above United Paint Store) #
276—7379,726—6293,527—1461,0r327—
3676.
Memphis TransGender Alliance: TV/TS
support group ## Barbara Jean 353—
2612 (evenings) or John Prowett 726—
5790 (leave message).
MSU State University Students for
Bisexual, Gay & LesbianAwareness
(BGALA): BGALA c/o Office of Greek
Affairs Box 100, MSU 38152.
a 371—9978 for info.
Mid—South Men‘s Council: Box 11042,
Memphis 38111—0042 #278—0961.
Minority Prison Project (MPP):
Information: John Prowett, 1517
Court #4, Memphis, TN 38104—2402.
Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite: Box 41822,
Memphis 38174—1822.
National Organization for Women
(NOW): Box 40982, Memphis 38174—
0982 @ 276—0282.
New Beginnings (Adult Children of
Alcoholics): Memphis LambdaCenter
a 276—7379 or 454—1414.
Parents& Friendsof LesbiansAnd Gays
(P—FLAG): Box 172031, Memphis
— 88187—2031 # 761—1444.
Phoenix AA Memphis Lambda Center
# 454—1414.
Seriously Sober (AA): Memphis Lambda
Center # 276—7379 or 454—1414.
Southern Country Memphis: Country
Western Dance Club» 266 Leonora Dr.
.
: 683—8916. lops
Women‘s leather org. 3293 Renners
Cv. 372—4426.
Transexuals in Prison (TIP): For
information: John Prowett, 1517 Court
Ave, #4, Meraphis38104—2402.
Tsarus: Leather—Levi club « Box 41082,
Memphis 38174—1082.
f
Wings: Social Club » Box41784, Memphis
38174—1784.
—
COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARDS
Bear Trappers BBS: Serving Nashville &
surrounding area # (615)360—2837.
Flesh Illusions BBS: We have
&
Nuit Net Avaliable thru requests only.
Also carries Fidonet , 2400—14,4 baud.
a 357—5483.
The Personals: Gay computer bulletin
board » 300 or 1200 baud # 274—6713.
Two‘s Company: Gay computer bulletin
board andcomputersupport."Handles"
accepted. 1200/2400 baud. = 726—
4073.
COUNSELING SERVICES
KerrelArd, BSW: Personalgrowth, spiritual
counseling, alternative healing
a 725—4898.
Beth Causey, M.Div.: Pastoral counseling
a 278—9554.
Joel Chapman, PhD: 1835 Union
# 726—1284.
Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.: Licensed

narian, 480 Pruitt Rd, Oakland, TN
FINANCIAL SERVICES
38060 # (901) 465—2699. For:
Ronnie Bingham,
CPA: Taxes,
emergency care call = (901) 533—
accounting, estate planning = 756—
5084.
5
4449.
f
9
‘Charles Butler, CFP: Financial Planner F.U.N. Parties & Toys For Us:
Gay & Lesbian parties exclusively.
a 274—2524.
#
Rich 327—2225.
Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax
Service: 3340 Poplar Ave,Ste 305 David Gairhan: A/C, refrigeration &
applaince repair « 274—7011.
@ 458—0152.
2027
Madison
Wilma Vandermeer, CPA: Taxes, Fusion:
# 272—7451.
:
accounting services # 726—9082.
Graffiti Graphics: 1985 Madison #7
‘FLORISTS
« 278—5002.
Accent With Flowers: 1505 S. Perkins, Great American Cruises, Inc.: Cruise
# 683—3007.
Travel Agency, Sherman Perkins, 52
Botanica: 944 S. Cooper, # 274—5767
N. Second #525—5302.
1—800—769—5767, fax:: 274—5688.
Gypsy‘s Vintage Fashions and
Flower Market of Memphis: 1523 Union
Antiques: 2018 Court, (In the Mid—
Ave. #274—8103.
Town Flea Market) # 725—4751.
Park East Florist: 6005 Park #761—2980. HaveBarWillTravel: Bartendingforprivate
Sweseat geas: 111 S; Highland # 324—
functions + Lisa Gray (The Peabody
73.
Hotel) a 726—5910.
GRAPHICS
Bob Hughes, EdD: Yoga, relaxation &
Bonehead Creative: 1271 Poplar, Ste
meditation classes « 682—0855.
—
103, Memphis 38104 # 276—2101.
John In Charge: Household & office
Image Illustration & Design: P. O. Box
cleaning, errands, a personal valet »
161075, Memphis, TN 38186—1075
# 272—2316.
hes
(901) 324—5742, Fax (901)323—7524. Kings Interior Painting: # 278—2835.
JRP Specialties: Photo business cards & Lavender Earth: 852 S. Cooper,
distinctive nature photography °
a 272—2853.
Joe Pfeiffer # 272—1207.
Lederwerx: 2027 Madison.
Printers Ink: Box 11485,—0485 # 454— MT‘s Bakery: Gay and Lesbian Wedding
1411.
Cakes A Specialty, Mary Jane or
That‘s Certainly Graphics: Resumés, ad
Theresa, 2127 Frayser Blvd. # 358—
cgglgaigns, letterhead, etc. # 761—
6689 or 388—2376.
Mid—Town Hair: 1926 Madison, Memphis
2980.
38104 # 278—2199.
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
Pass Pets: Hickory Ridge Mall =# 366—
AIDS Switchboard: # 278—AIDS.
4428.
Gay & Lesbian Hotline: # 1—800—285—
7431 (24 hr, help & information for Pet Care Unlimited: Pet sitting and/or
house sitting by competent, caring
Lesbians, Gays transvestites, &
couple ax 726—6198.
transexuals)Y
_a Quality
Electronics: —TV/VCRRepair,
KLes
— Gay
paygssw e
—— A47.TEEN

Gay & Lesbian Switchboard: z 728—
GAYS — 7:30—11pm.
LINC: # 725—8895.
Narcotics Anonymous: # 276—LIVE.
Rape Crisis: # 528—2161.
so??? & Crisis Intervention: # 274—

news— paper focusing on addictions &
recovery. Distributed in Memphis,
Jackson, & Nashville TN # (901) 377—
7963.
Triangle Journal News: Monthly
r published by Printers Ink e
Box 11485, Memphis, 38111—0485
# 454—1411.
NIGHT CLUBS / DINING
Amnesia: 2866 Poplar # 454—1366.

mm Club: 343 Madison # 525—
Cafe Samovar: 83 Union, #529—9607.
Chaps: 11 til Claybrook « 726—4767.
Clugsglzde- \—Way: 2018 Court # 274—

Construction Site: 1474 Madison
#278—4313.
Hut: 102 N. Cleveland = 725—9872.
J—Wags: 1268 Madison # 725—1909.
Nikita‘s Bar & Grill: 2117 Peabody Ave
#272—1700. —
Oops: 1349 Autumn # 272—1634.
Pipeline: 1382 Poplar a 726—5263.
Reflections:92NorthAvalon
WKRB in Memphis: 1528 Madison
#
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
Russell Armstrong, Developer, Looney
Developments: 194 Looney Ave.
a 525—3044.
:
Glenn Moore, Broker, Owner,Woodland
Realty: @ 854—0455.
Steve Solomon, Affiliate Broker, Davies—
Sowell, Inc.: 54 S. Cooper # 278—4380.
RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS
Gays Rejoicing & Affirmed in a Catholic
Environment (GRACE): Support
groupforCatholics&theirfriends» Meets
every Thurs. with Liturgy 2nd & 4th
Thurs. Information: # 725—5237. John.
Holy Trinity Community Church:
———
Service:Sun. 9 &tam, 7~
pm; Bible study: Wed. 7:00pm; We
Quality Furniture: Gary Lewis, 1490
CareAIDSSupportMinistry: Sat. 10am
Getwell # 743—7739.
s
1559 Madison ## 726—9443.
Enrica Ramey: Insurance (Midtown)
Integrity Memphis: —Meets the 3rd Tue.,
# 725—6023 & (Bartlett) 377—1075.
Healing Service/Eucharist,6pm; Dinner,
Richard‘s Designs: Packaging designs &
7pm, $3; Meeting 7:30pm » c/o Calvary
marketing a 683—6157.
piscopal Church, 102 N. 2nd
S & R Body Shop: Sandy George,
#
726—4698 (Doug Deaver) or
2052 Clifton a 353—4604.
272—1207 (Joe Pfeiffer).
Sanders Facilities, Inc.: Catering & party
~~ TRIANGLE JOURNAL NEWS
facility rental « Michael Sanders
IS ALSO DISTRIBUTED ATTHESE
# 948—3998.
LOCATIONS
See—S: Portraits & photography ## 327—
Bookstar: 3402 Poplar Ave. # 323—9332
3760.
Star Search Video: 1411 Poplar Ave Circuit Playhouse: 1705 Poplar Ave.
# 272—STAR.
# 7265521
STUDZ: # 276—4225, for Info.
Davis—Kidd
Booksellers
Inc.:
Tom Webb Ins.: Insuring in the Gay and
397 Perkins Rd. Ext. «# 683—9801.
Lesbian Community, 4646 Poplar — Memphis and Shelby County Public
@ 682—2170.
Library: 1850 Peabody # 725—8800.6
Tiger Paw Windshield Repair & P& HCafe: 1532 MadisonAve. «274—9794.
Replacement: Donna Watson Squash Blossom Market: 1720 Poplar
# 363—4629. 24hr. phone service.
a 7254823
Tropical Impressions: Pet Shop & Star Search Video: 1411 Poplar Ave.
Grooming Salon » 3700 S. Mendenhall
## 272—STAR
:
— @.794—3047 or 365—9716. —
Tobacco Corner Newsroom: 669
WhittingtonTree&LawnService: Sandra
Rd S. # 682—3326 & 1803
— ‘& Troy Whittington @ 685—8410.
Union # 726—1622.

Transvestite—Transexual National
Hotline: # (617) 899—2212 (8—2am,
«Mon.—Sat.).
LEGAL SERVICES _
Wayne C. Gulledge, Attorney At Law:
Rt. 1, Box255 A, Senatobia, MS 38668
# (601) 562—8738 or (901) 722—8188.
David Hooper, Attorney At Law:
1870 Union Ave # 274—6824.
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney At Law:
100 N. Main, Ste 2518 # 526—0809.
Robert Ross, Attorney At Law:
100 N. Main, Ste 3310 @ 525—0417.
Kelly Stark, Attorney At Law:
44 N. Second, Ste 600, # 521—9996.
Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney At Law:
1903 LincolnAmericanTower, 60 North
Mid—America Mall, Memphis 38103
# 684—1332.
MASSAGE SERVICES
Bodycare By Jordan: Deep tissue
MEDIA
massage, therapeutic touch and —
Gay Alternative: Radio program,
preparation for movement. By
Mon. 6:00—7:00pm, WEVL—FM —
appointment only. = 527—2273.
90, Box 41773, Memphis
szdmological Counselor « Simmons, Bodyrights: Therapeutic/sports massage
by appointment. «e 377—7701.
Kelman & Assoc., 3960 Knight Amnold
HeraSees:
3892; Bi—monthly
Bi—
newspaper
Dave Everitt: Full body Swedishmassage
Rd, Ste 316 # 369—6050.
®
published by Hera Sees, Inc.,
Shiatsu, Medical Massage#722—5522,
Cliff Heegel, PhD: Licensed Psychologist
1725—B Madison Ave. # 276—
Pager # 533—9492.
+ Centerpoint, 5180 Park Ave. Ste 150
0543.
Tom Pitman: Rejuvenating full—body
# 767—1066.
Query: Weekly newspaper
massage byappointment. « 761—7977
Sheridan Lambe, LCSW: Individual &
published by Pyramid
or Beeper 575—1230.
$
Couple Counseling, a 761—9178.
Publishing Box 40422,
K. A. Moss, MS: Midtown Counseling . Craig von Graeler: Professional full body
Nashville TN 37204—0422 #
massage
by
appointment.
Please
call
Service, 1835 Union, Ste. 101;
(615) 327—3273.
10am—10pm ## 278—9768.
# 726—4586 » Sliding fee scale.
— Recovery Talk "In the Midnight
Northeast Mental Health Center:
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
Hour": Radio program, Sat.
# 382—3880.
Art Gallery Memphis: # 725—0521
12—iam, KWAM— AM 990.
Joyce Schimenti, LCSW: Individual &
(By Appointment Only).
f
Weekly program about
Group Counseling # 761—9178.
Dabbles Hair Co.: 19 N. Cooper
addictions recovery. # (901)
Susan Taranto, MPS: Individual & group
# 725—0521.
377—7963.
therapy + Fully Alive! # 323—2078 + — Kyla J. Dillard, DVM: Housecall Veteri— Recovery Times: Free monthly
Sliding fee scale.
$

—
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©2127 Frayser Blvd.
South Hightand BAKERY
111 Féwem’
358—6689
524 —68575 ‘
Party Food Needs
Decorating Needs
e Party Trays
e FreshCut Flower
e CoOOKic ayer
Arrangements
t= PK
Valentine‘s
e Candy —
« Balloon Bouquets
-g LaF. —
«*—Specialty Cakes >
Plush Teddy
«10% Off on Heart _
Bears
Shaped Weddrng
* 36" Valentine
|
Cakes
Mylar Balloons —
A Hlicairt—Srarpiso CaKki:

WITH A

guys]ale Rosi:
$7

The Perfect GI for Your
Sweetieon Valentine‘s Day

